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THE ORIGINS OF MEASUREMENT & THE HISTORY OF 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 

Final Exam 

1. The earliest known units of measurement were based upon what? 
a. The human anatomy 
b. The size of common grains 
c. The weight of water 
d. Time and distance 

 
2. Some statues of King Gudea of Lagash in Sumer represent him with what device on his 

lap? 
a. A compass 
b. A sundial 
c. A rule 
d. A balance scale 

 
3. The name for the ancient Egyptian surveyors translates closely to what? 

a. Men of measure 
b. Agrimensors 
c. Rope stretchers 
d. Chainmen 

 
4. What Greek unit was the equivalent of the maximum distance a man could run while 

holding his breath? 
a. Furlong 
b. Stadion 
c. Virgate 
d. Centuria 

 
5. The Magna Carta decreed the length of three grains of what plant laid end to end as the 

definition of the inch? 
a. Wheat 
b. Oats 
c. Barley 
d. Corn 

 

 



 

6. Jefferson’s concept for a length standard was based upon what device? 
a. Gyroscope 
b. Thermometer 
c. Pendulum 
d. Barometer 

 
7. The movement of what natural phenomenon is usually given in terms of chains per hour? 

a. Tornados 
b. Hurricanes 
c. Tsunamis 
d. Wildfires 

 
8. The metric system as we know it today was born in what European country? 

a. England 
b. Germany 
c. Italy 
d. France 

 
9. What unit of distance was originally defined as the distance a person could walk in one 

hour? 
a. The league 
b. The kilometer 
c. The mile 
d. The fathom 

 
10. What Greek scientist and inventor is believed to have invented the first odometer, which 

was used to measure distances along roadways? 
a. Aristotle 
b. Archimedes 
c. Euripides 
d. Eumenides 



THE ORIGINS OF MEASUREMENT &  

THE HISTORY OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

As surveyors are first and foremost called on to make accurate measurements upon the 
land, it is useful to study how our predecessors understood the concepts of measurement and how 
they applied these concepts in the development of their various civilizations. 

This course seeks to cover mankind’s original need for systems of measurement, how 
these systems developed and evolved across the ages in some of the familiar cultures of the 
historical world, and how the evolution of these systems applies to the work of the modern 
surveyor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Outline: 
 
Section 1 – The Beginnings of Measurement 
 
Section 2 – Ancient Cultures and their Measurement Systems 
 
 1.  The Sumerians 
 2.  The Egyptians 
 3.  The Greeks 
 4.  The Romans 
 
Section 3 – The British  
 

1. The British System of Weights and Measures 
 

Section 4 – Measurement in the Early United States 
 
Section 5 – Units of the United States Customary System 
 1.  The Foot 
 2.  The Yard 
 3.  The Rod 
 4.  The Chain 
  a.  Biographical Sketch – Edmund Gunter 
 5.  The Link 
 6.  The Mile 
 7.  The Acre 
  a.  Historical Versions of the Acre 
 
Section 6 – The Metric System 
 1.  The Original Development of the Metric System 
 2.  Units and Prefixes of the Metric System 
 
Section 7 – Historical Agricultural Units of Measurement 
 
Section 8 – Unusual Units of Measurement from Tradition, Literature, Pop Culture, and  
        Science. 
 
Section 9 – Historical Measurement Technologies 
 
Appendix A: Definitions of Historical and Obsolete Units of Measurement 
 
Appendix B:  Conversion Table 
 



INTRODUCTION 

Measurement systems are the collective units of measurement and the associated rules 
coordinating them with one another.  Systems of measurement, no matter how crude, have 
existed in every human culture since the dawn of mankind.  These systems have been an integral 
part of the march of human progress, allowing for fair trading, land ownership, commerce, and 
taxation based on land value.   

While the metric system and the United States customary system are the most prevalent 
systems now, they are both relatively new players on the world stage.  A process of evolution as 
long as history itself has brought us to the point we find ourselves now, and as surveyors, it is 
important that we understand where our feet, yards, miles, and acres came from. 

This course presents an overview of the historical background of systems of units of 
measurement.  Particularly, it is concerned with measurements of distance and area pertaining to 
land surveyors, both ancient and modern. 

We know that systems and methods of measurement were developed by the original 
human civilizations along the Mesopotamian river valleys.  The Sumerians invented systems of 
measurement over six-thousand years ago, the remnants of which are still used.  The ways by 
which we measure our angles and reckon our time were born of Sumerian sexagesimal 
mathematics. 

 First the Greeks and then the Romans built upon the measurement foundations laid by the 
ancient civilizations and refined their systems to their own purposes.  These systems developed 
and evolved into the British imperial system which for a time dominated in the western world 
and continues its dominance in the United States, while the metric system presently enjoys 
supremacy throughout most of the world. 

 

SECTION 1 - THE BEGINNINGS OF MEASUREMENT 

 We can imagine our primitive hunter-gatherer ancestors standing over an animal they had 
just killed, contemplating how to fairly divide the meat amongst the hunters.  The portions of 
meat were surely measured by the eye and perhaps by heft in the hand.  Placing ourselves in their 
situation, we can contemplate how they divided their resources.  Was a larger portion given to 
the man who struck the decisive blow upon the beast?  Was more given to the man with a larger 
family to feed or was the meat distributed equally?  The way in which they shared their resources 
we will never know but we can infer that at some level, quantity must have been a consideration.  
And while we know little of the thought processes of our ancient predecessors, it does seem 
likely that their techniques for sharing food may have given birth to mankind’s later systems of 
weights and measures. 

 Moving ahead in human history, the nomad hunters gradually settled into agrarian 
lifestyles.  People began to cultivate crops and raise livestock to provide for their needs.  People 
also began to make their homes in manmade shelters, giving rise to the first semi-permanent 



settlements.  In time, people began to trade goods within their communities and with other 
communities.  The beginning of commerce and trade made it necessary to have practical ways to 
measure quantities so that goods could be exchanged fairly.   

 Early humans made good use of what they had available for measurement.  The earliest 
units of measurement are logically believed to have been derived from the human anatomy.  A 
cupped hand, or two cupped hands together makes a useful unit of volume.  Fingers, hands, 
arms, and feet are convenient units for linear measurement.  For longer distances, a stride makes 
sense. 

 As humanity advanced in scientific knowledge, more sophisticated systems of 
measurement emerged.  Some of our oldest written historical records refer to the cubit (from the 
Latin word cubitum, meaning “elbow”).  Readers of the Old Testament will recall that Noah 
received his instructions for sizing his arc in terms of cubits.  While the length of the cubit was 
not standardized until much later, it was recognized to represent the length of the arm from the 
elbow to the middle finger. 

 The usefulness of the cubit in ancient societies caused it to be used as a basis for 
additional units of measurement. The distance from the center of the chest to the tip of the 
middle finger of the outstretched hand was reckoned to be twice the length of a cubit and was 
referred to as an ell.  By doubling the ell, measuring from outstretched fingertip to outstretched 
fingertip, the fathom was created.  The Greeks and Romans, coming along later, also made use of 
the cubit but tended to use the foot more frequently for linear measurement. 

 For smaller measurements, ancient cultures used the width of a finger.  This unit may be 
referred to in English as the digit.  Other measurements based upon the hand were the palm (the 
width of the hand) and the span (the distance between the tip of the thumb and the tip of the fifth 
finger of a stretched hand). 

 The conveniences of anatomy-based measurements are apparent.  Anyone could measure 
things at any time without need of instruments or equipment.  However, the drawbacks to this 
sort of system are obvious.  Measurements based upon feet, hands, and arms are unreliable and 
unrepeatable because of the naturally occurring differences in the size of people and their body 
parts. 

 It is useful to understand the definitions of the terms “unit” and “standard”.  A unit of 
measurement defines the elements that comprise a measurement system.  A standard is a 
physical representation of the value of a unit of measure.  Examples of measurement standards 
are metal bars of certain length, stones of certain weight, and marks placed on walls or pavement 
at a certain distance apart from each other. 

 Archaeological evidence indicates that human efforts to standardize linear measurements 
reach back approximately four millennia.  To date, twenty-seven statues of King Gudea, who 
ruled Lagash in Sumer around 2050 B.C.E., have been unearthed at the site of this ancient city.  
Two of the statues showed the King seated on his throne with a rule placed upon his lap.  It is 



believed that the rule represents one-half the length of an ancient cubit.  Further examination 
reveals that King Gudea’s rule has marks of smaller units on its face. 

 The pyramids of Egypt offer a glimpse into a more recent, but still quite ancient, attempt 
to standardize linear measurement.  These enormous structures erected by the Egyptians could 
certainly not have been built without the precision and consistency afforded by a standardized 
measurement system. 

 While linear and areal measurements are of the most importance to the land surveyor, it is 
worthwhile to better understand the origins of weight and volume measurement standards and 
methods.  The ancients, for most purposes, placed more importance upon volume rather than 
weight.  Only when precious metals or minerals were being traded was careful weighing deemed 
necessary.  The archaeological record tells us that the balance scale was in use in ancient Egypt, 
with stone weights serving as the measurement standard.  For items of food, drink, grain, or oil, 
volumetric measurements were preferred. 

 The weight measurement of valuable gemstones and metals precipitated the development 
of remarkably exact units of measurement.  With items such as gold and silver, tiny amounts 
hold large value, so it became necessary to develop measurement units which were small enough 
to correctly represent small quantities.   

 Another important development caused by the practice of precisely weighing of precious 
metals was the invention of coinage.  The first coins are believed to have been invented by the 
Lydians in the seventh century B.C.E.  These coins, much like the coins throughout most of 
history, were disks of gold and silver, stamped with an indication of weight and purity.  In the 
twentieth century, fiat currencies became commonplace, meaning that inexpensive materials are 
used to mint coins with a stated monetary value which is independent of the value of the metal.  
However, prior to the advent of fiat currencies, a coin represented the value of the metal it 
contained.  A silver dollar was simply one dollar’s worth of silver.  When smaller denominations 
were called for, coins were oftentimes cut into equal eighths or bits.  The common term “two-
bits” means two one-eighth pieces or one-fourth of the unit (twenty-five cents in American 
currency).  Old Spanish dollars are referred to as “pieces of eight” owing to this custom. 

 

SECTION 2 - ANCIENT CULTURES AND THEIR MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 

THE SUMERIANS 

Sumer was the earliest known civilization in Mesopotamia.  Their culture emerged 
between the sixth and fifth millennium B.C.E.  The Sumerians possessed remarkable knowledge 
and skill in the fields of mathematics and astronomy.  They developed the world’s earliest known 
cities and within them, erected massive temples.  They also developed extensive irrigation 
systems that were used to provide water to their crops.  It is beyond doubt that these feats of 
technology required a consistent and functional system of measurements. 



The Sumerian mathematical system was a combined decimal (base ten) and sexagesimal 
(base sixty) system.  Still today, we use the sexagesimal system for our angular measurements 
expressed in degrees, minutes, and seconds.  Also, our system of hours, minutes, and seconds of 
time is a sexagesimal system.   

With their advanced understanding of mathematical principals, the Sumerians were able 
to develop an excellent measurement system in which the palm (approximately 3.9 inches) and 
the cubit (equal to five palms or approximately 19.5 inches) were the basic units for linear 
measurement. 

With respect to weight, the Sumerian system was based upon the weight of water 
required to form a cube with a length of one palm on each side.  This unit was called the mina 
and weighed just a little over two pounds.  The weight of the mina could be divided into 60 
smaller units called shekels.  Furthermore, the weight of the mina could be multiplied by 60 in 
order to create a larger unit called a talent.  The use of the sexagesimal system of mathematics is 
apparent in these units.  Sumerian inventions influenced the mathematical and measurement 
systems of subsequent cultures through the ages.  Amazingly, the term “shekel” is still in use as 
the base unit of currency in Israel. 

 Below is a table listing Sumerian units of measurement and their corresponding 
sexagesimal ratios: 

Units of Linear Measurement  Ratio 

Grain     1/180 

Finger      1/30 

Foot     2/3 

Cubit     1/1 

Step     2 

Reed     6 

Rod     12 

Cord     120 

Units of Volume Measurement Ratio 

Shekel     1/60 

Bowl     1/1 

Vessel     10 

Bushel     60 

Gur-cube    300 



THE EGYPTIANS 

Systems of weights and measurements were originally developed, to an advanced degree, 
by the Sumerians, but among the Egyptian culture, the understanding and application of weight 
and measurement systems thrived.  The Egyptians, much like the Sumerians, possessed an 
excellent understanding of mathematics and this understanding led them to embrace the use of a 
base-ten or decimal system.  This Egyptian advancement predicted the development of the metric 
system which was developed thousands of years later. 

Of equal significance to the Egyptian adoption of a decimal system was the higher level 
of standardization they achieved in their system of weights and measures. 

The cubit was commonly used in Egypt but was an imprecise standard as it was 
understood to be merely the length from a man’s elbow to the tip of the middle finger.  
Strangely, the Egyptians used two different lengths for the cubit.  The oldest records indicate a 
cubit of six palms.  This cubit was used by people engaged in commerce.  The royal cubit was 
divided into seven palms and was used for purposes deemed to be of great importance, such as 
the construction of pyramids and temples. 

 The practice of surveying as we understand it had its beginnings in Egypt.  In a 
fundamental sense, the surveyor is called upon to make measurements of angles and distances on 
the surface of the Earth. Linear measurements were of critical importance for the construction of 
the magnificent structures of ancient Egypt, but the Egyptians placed their expertise with linear 
and angular measurements to practical and economic use in surveying land, particularly in the 
determination of land area.  Each year, the Nile River would experience a predictable flood 
cycle, covering the rich and valuable farmlands.  As a result of this annual flooding, the evidence 
of land boundaries would be washed away.  When the floodwaters receded, the ancient surveyors 
(known as “rope stretchers”) would enter the land and conduct surveys.  The maximum height of 
the flood differed from year to year, and as such the arable land had to be redistributed each year 
so each person received their share and so that taxes could be levied.  The Greek historian 
Herodotus traveled across Egypt in the fifth century B.C.E. and noted: 

“The King would send men to inspect and measure the loss of cultivated land in order 
that from then on some of the tax, proportionate to the report of the loss, might be 
remitted.  I attribute the invention of geometry to this cause and from Egypt it spread to 
Greece.” 

 The measurement of linear distance in ancient Egypt was conducted in the same way it is 
done today; that is by comparing an unknown distance to a measurement standard (a ruler or tape 
measure, for example).  Archaeologists in Egypt have recovered measuring rods that were 
presumably used for measuring short distances.  Artwork from the period shows surveyors using 
a rope or cord with knots at regular intervals.  Below is a fragment of the top register of Wall 5 
of the 18th Dynasty tomb of Menna, which depicts ancient Egyptian surveyors at work. 



 

Egyptian rope stretchers at work. 

 Little is known about the methods for angular measurement in Egypt.  Archaeological 
evidence indicates the use of plumb bobs and squares, which would have been sufficient for 
measuring right angles and establishing levels.  An ingenious technique of the Egyptians was to 
construct connected channels filled with water for the purpose of establishing a level plane.   

The ancient Egyptian surveyors made use of a unit called the khet, which was a square 
unit measuring 100 royal cubits on each side. 

The Egyptians conducted trade throughout the Mediterranean region and found it 
necessary to develop a system for the weighing of precious metals to be used as currency.  The 
standard unit of weight was the weight of a grain of wheat.  Varying quantities of wheat grains 
were then used to create increasing units of weight. 

The bequa was a weight standard based upon short, stone cylinders with the unit of 
weight the stone represented inscribed in the side.  These numbers were based on multiples of 
ten and were used with balance scales to determine the weight of gold, silver, and copper. 

Incredibly, the ancient Egyptian civilization endured for more than 3,000 years and their 
influence on the science of measurement endures still. 

 

THE GREEKS 

The Greek culture adopted much of their understanding of weights and measures from 
their Mediterranean forebearers.  The Greeks were travelers of the sea, engaging in trade and in 
military campaigns.  On their travels, they learned of the systems of other cultures, gleaned what 
they deemed most useful, and made them their own. 

The Greek culture takes a backseat to no one in terms of architectural achievement.  
Many of their edifices stand yet today and attract admirers from around the globe.  Their basic 
measurement was the lowly foot, which was an anatomical unit and is thought to have been 
slightly longer than the foot of today, measuring 12.1375 inches. 



Another common Greek unit for measuring longer distances was the stadion, which was 
originally the distance a man could run while holding his breath.  In time, the stadion came to 
represent 600 feet. 

A curious aspect of the early Greek system was their use of borrowed units for 
measurements of quantity.  Since the Greeks engaged in commerce throughout their region, they 
generally traded in the units of their trading partners rather than in their own system.  The later 
Greek culture developed a more standardized system which included the drachma. 

The drachma was created around the sixth century B.C.E. and was derived from the 
Sumerian mina.  The drachma was used in measurements of everything from coinage to 
commodities.  Weight values were established from the equivalent weight of a certain number of 
wheat grains. 

 

THE ROMANS 

 The Romans, like the Greeks before them, were users of the foot, but the Roman foot, at 
11.654 in today’s inches, was slightly shorter than the Greek foot.  The Romans based their foot 
on sixteen digits, which was a Greek unit.  The Romans also divided their foot into twelve equal 
parts called unciae, a Latin word meaning “twelfth part”.  This unciae was the origin of the 
modern inch.  The Romans made use of a base-12, or duodecimal system of weights and 
measures, just as we do today with our feet and inches. 

 The Romans also used a cubit for linear measurement, which was 24 digits in length.  For 
longer distances the Romans used a version of the mile which was equal to one thousand two-
pace strides or approximately 5,000 feet. 

 The preferred Roman unit for areal measurement was the jugerum, which was equivalent 
to 28,800 square feet. 

 The libra was the most common unit of weight measurement.  A libra was half the weight 
of the Sumerian mina.  In their duodecimal system, the Romans divided the libra into twelve 
equal units called unciae.  The unciae is the origin of our ounce as well as our inch. 

 To measure commodities and dry goods, the Romans used a unit called the modius, 
which is near in volume to the modern peck.  The common unit of liquid measurement was the 
sextarius, which was the equivalent of our pint.  Six sextarrii equaled one congius, and eight 
congii equaled one amphora, which was approximately equal to one cubic foot. 

 Given the Romans penchant for widespread conquest, their units of measurement spread 
and evolved throughout the Mediterranean region and Europe, and later from Europe to the 
Americas.  Below is a table of common Roman measurement units pertaining to length and area, 
and their modern equivalents: 

 

 



Units of Linear Measurement 

Digitus (finger)  = 0.728 inches 

Uncia (thumb)   = 0.971 inches 

Palmus (palm)   = 0.243 feet 

Palmus major  (greater palm) = 0.728 feet 

Pes (foot)   = 0.971 feet 

Palmipes (foot and palm) = 1.214 feet 

Cubitum (cubit)  = 1.456 feet 

Gradus (step)   = 2.427 feet 

Passus (pace)   = 4.854 feet 

Decempeda pertica (perch) = 9.708 feet 

Mille passus (mile)  = 4854 feet 

Leuga (league)  = 7281 feet 

Units of Land Area 

Pes quadratus   = 0.943 sq. feet 

Scrupulum   = 94.3 sq. feet 

Uncia    = 2,260 sq. feet 

Clima    = 3,390 sq. feet 

Jugerum   = 0.623 acres 

Heredium   = 1.248 acres 

Centuria   = 125 acres 

Saltus    = 499 acres 

 

SECTION 3 - THE BRITISH SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

 As the Roman Empire faltered and new nations rose up in its place, so too did new 
systems of measurement.  Some countries and regions developed their own systems while others 
continued to use the Roman units.  This led to confusion throughout what had been the Roman 
Empire.  In no place was the evolution of measurement systems more complex that in Great 
Britain, however the British system is the nearest ancestor to the American system, and as such, 
its history merits special attention. 



 Most of the records of the Saxon period have been lost to the ages, however some 
important records pertaining to weights and measures are preserved among what are known as 
the Acts of the Witenagemot (wise men).  One recovered text from the tenth century reads: 

“And let one money pass throughout the king’s dominion; and that let no man refuse:  
and let one measure and one weight pass; such as is observed at London and at 
Winchester; and let the wey of wool go for 120 pence; and let no man sell it cheaper; and 
if any one sell it cheaper, either publicly or privately, let each pay 40 shillings to the 
king, both him who sells it,  and him who buys it.” 

 And from the eleventh century: 

“We ordain and command that the weights and measures, throughout our realm, be as 
our worthy predecessors have established.” 

From the year 1267, we have the remarkably detailed Assize of Bread and Ale as decreed 
by King Henry III, which reads: 

"By the Consent of the whole Realm of England, the measure of our Lord the King was 
made; that is to say, That the English Peny, called a Sterling, round and without clipping, 
shall weigh xxxii Wheat Corns in the midst of the Ear, and xx d. do make an Ounce, and 
xii Ounces one Pound, and Viii Pound do make a Gallon of Wine, and viii Gallons of 
Wine do make a London Bushel, which is the Eighth Part of a Quarter. Forasmuch as in 
our Parliament holden at Westminster, in the first Year of our Reign, we have granted 
that all good Statutes and Ordinances made in Times of our Progenitors aforesaid, and 
not revoked, shall be still held, we have caused, at the Request of the Bakers of our Town 
of Coventry, that the Ordinances aforesaid, by tenor of these Presents, shall be 
exemplified. In Witness whereof, &c. Whitness the King at Westminster, the xxii Day of 
March."  

In 1303, King Edward I, decreed the “Assize of Weights and Measures: 

“Per Ordinance of the whole realm of England the measure of the King is composed 
namely of a penny, which is called a sterling, round & without clipping, weighs thirty-
two grains of wheat in the middle of the Ear.  

And an ounce weighs twenty pence. And twelve ounces make a pound of London. And 
twelve & a half pounds make a stone of London. And eight pounds of wheat make a 
gallon. Pound contains twenty shillings. And eight gallons make a bushel of London. 
Sacks of wool should weigh twenty-eight stones and usually weighs of wheat and weighs 
a sixth part of a load of lead. Six times twenty stone, make a load of lead, to wit the great 
load of London, but the load of the Peak is much less.  

Also loads of lead consist of thirty fotmals, and each fotmal contains six stones minus two 
pounds. And each stone consists of twelve pounds, and each pound consists of twenty-five 
shillings in weight. The sum of the pounds in the fotmal is 70. The sum of the stones in the 
Load is 175 stones and is proved by six times thirty which is nine score (180) except for 



each fotmal subtract two pounds multiplied as before (x30) which is 60 pounds 
constituting five stones. So there are in the load 175 stones. But according to some others 
the load consists of 12 Weys and this is according to troy weight, Wey for both lead and 
wool linen tallow cheese weighs 14 stones.  

And two Weys of wool make a sack, And 12 sacks make a last. But a last of herrings 
contains 10 thousand, and each Thousand contains 10 hundred, and each hundred 
contains 120.  

A last of leather consists of twenty dicker, and each dicker consists of ten skins.  

Also a dicker of gloves consists of ten pairs, but a dicker of horse-shoes consists of twenty 
shoes.  

Also a dozen of gloves, parchment, and vellum contains in its kind 12 skins, or 12 pairs of 
gloves.  

Also a hundred of wax, sugar, pepper, cumin, almonds & alum, contains 13 stones & a 
half & each stone contains 8 pounds for a total of 108 pounds in the hundred. And 
appears as hundred of 100. And each pound of twenty-five shillings. And is to be known 
that each pound of money & species as in electuaries consists only of pounds of 20 
shillings. But pounds for all other things consist of twenty five shillings. An Ounce in 
electuaries consists of twenty pence and pound contains 12 ounces. But in other things 
the pounds contains fifteen ounces, the ounce in either case weighs twenty pence. Also 
hundred of Canvass, and linen cloth consists of one hundred Ells and each hundred 
consists of 120. But the hundred of iron and shillings consists of 100. The sheaf of [steel] 
consists of thirty pieces. The Dozen of iron consists of six pieces. The seam of glass 
consists of 24 stones, and each stone consists of five pounds. And so contains the seam 
120 pounds.  

Also a bind of eels consists of ten sticks. And each stick of twenty-five eels. A bind of pelts 
consists of 32 timber of rabbits and squirrels contains forty pelts. A Chef of Fustian 
consists of thirteen Ells. A Chef of Sindon contains ten Ells. A Hundred of [Garlike] 
consisteth of fifteen Ropes, and every Rope containeth fifteen Heads. Also a Hundred of 
Mulvells and Hard Fish consists of 160.”  

The Act on the Composition of Yards and Perches was an English statute thought to have 
been written around the year 1300.  It is a good example of an early attempt to organize 
measurement units, and reads: 

 “It is ordained that 3 grains of barley dry and round do make an inch, 12 inches make 1 
 foot, 3 feet make 1 yard, 5 yards and a half make a perch, and 40 perches in length and 4 
 in breadth make an acre.” 

 Furthermore, the 1311 publication Liber Horn, written by English legal scholar Andrew 
Horn, states: 



 “And be it remembered that the iron yard of our Lord the King containeth 3 feet and no 
 more, and a foot ought to contain 12 inches by the right measure of this yard measured, 
 to wit, the 36th part of this yard rightly measured maketh 1 inch neither more nor  less 
 and 5 yards and a half make a perch that is 16 feet and a half measured by the aforesaid 
 yard of our Lord the King.” 

 The British ruled an expansive empire that held influence over much of the world, and 
because of this, the British system of measurement, known as the Imperial System, was put to 
use everywhere the British Empire exerted its influence.  Prior to the near-worldwide adoption of 
the metric system, the Imperial System was the nearest thing to a universal measurement system 
that the world had known. 

 The pedigree of the Imperial System is complex and some of it remains a mystery.  It 
evolved from elements of the Anglo-Saxon culture and the Roman conquest, thereby 
incorporating some of the units and terminology that the Romans had carried forward from the 
cultures that had preceded them.  

 Measurement units of weight and volume in ancient England were numerous and 
confusing.  The unit for large volumes of liquid was the tunne, which gives its name to the 
modern ton.  The tunne began as a unit of volume equivalent to around 252 gallons, which yields 
about 2,000 pounds of water or other similar liquids, namely beer and wine.  In time, the tunne 
was used as a unit of weight, which was confusing since the volume of a tunne only weighs 
2,000 pounds when measuring liquid.  Tunnes of other materials weighed different amounts. 

 In time, the tunne came to be understood as 2,000 pounds, no matter what the material 
being weighed.  This standard weight became the ton, or 20 hundredweight.  However, confusion 
entered again regarding the hundredweight. 

 The original hundredweight was, of course, 100 pounds.  However, in time the 
hundredweight came to be understood as 8 stone (a stone being 14 pounds) or 112 pounds, 
making 20 hundredweight equal to 2,240 pounds.  This custom lives on today in the United 
Kingdom.  The terms short ton and long ton are used to differentiate between the American ton 
of 2,000 pounds and British ton of 2,240 pounds. 

 The ton has a few additional definitions which are unique to particular industries.  In 
shipping, there are the register ton (which is equivalent to a volume of 100 cubic feet) and the 
displacement ton (which is equal to approximately 35 cubic feet).  The register ton is used to 
measure the interior capacity of a ship, while the displacement ton is used to measure the volume 
of water displaced by a ship at anchor. 

 Additionally, there is the timber ton (equal to 40 cubic feet of timber) and the wheat ton 
(which is equivalent to 20 bushels of grain). 

 The units of volume used to measure practical amounts of beer and wine were the pipe 
and the hogshead.  One pipe was equal to one-half of a long ton, and a hogshead was equal to 
one-half of a pipe.  A hogshead was roughly 31.5 modern gallons, which was equal to a British 



barrel.  The barrel as a unit of measurement is yet another source of confusion, as the volume of 
a barrel varies wildly depending upon what is being stored in it and where it is located. 

 The gallon is a familiar unit of measurement that has a convoluted history and stands as a 
prime example of the complexity of British measurement.  A gallon of wine was a different 
volume than a gallon of any other liquid, and strangely, a gallon of wine could be different 
depending on location within the country.  Isolation was the most likely cause of these 
variations, as most people spent their whole life in a singular locality and measurement systems 
tended to evolve independently without much input from other communities.  Many of these 
measurement units were based on familiar items, such as the clove or the stone for weight, and 
the cartload for capacity. 

 Additionally, units of measurement developed within trades and professions.  Surveyors 
used rods, poles, and chains.  Sailors used fathoms, knots, and cables.  Apothecaries used drams 
and minims.   

 Legend has it that in the tenth century, King Edgar made an effort to organize the British 
units of measurement by standardizing the yard as the distance from the tip of his nose to the 
outstretched tip of his middle finger.  Later kings maintained bronze containers at Winchester to 
serve as measurement standards for the bushel and the gallon.  Iron replicas were manufactured 
and distributed to officials throughout the country. 

 In 1215, King John of England signed the Magna Carta which codified a set of laws that 
continue to influence western culture today.  Among the matters covered in the Magna Carta was 
a decree that there should be consistent units of measurement used throughout the country. 

 In the fourteenth century, the English began to standardize their units of linear measure.  
It was decreed that three barleycorns, round, dry, and placed end to end was to be the definition 
of the inch.  Also, the foot was defined as 12 inches and the yard was established at 3 feet.  The 
perch was to be 5 ½ yards long and the acre was defined by a rectangle 40 perches long and 4 
perches wide. 

 In the fifteenth century, King Henry VII proclaimed that the gallon was to be equal the 
volume of 100 ounces of wheat, the quart was to be equal to 25 ounces of wheat and the pint was 
to be equal to 12 ½ ounces of wheat.   

 The pound has been an English unit of weight since the dawn of that country’s history.  
However, up to the sixteenth century, several different versions of the pound were in use.  The 
Tower pound was an early version of the pound and contained 12 ounces.  This pound was used 
mainly for coinage. 

 There was also a commercial pound which was used for ordinary trading purposes.  This 
pound contained approximately 15 ounces.  This commercial pound and the Tower pound were 
eventually replaced by two units originating in France.   

The Troy pound was named for the French city of Troyes and replaced the tower pound 
as the standard for coinage by King Henry VIII in 1527.   



The avoirdupois pound, taking its name from the French word meaning “goods of 
weight” was used in the weighing of larger items and commodities.  When brought to England, 
the avoirdupois pound was subdivided into 16 ounces and remains the standard pound in use 
today in the United States. 

The familiar foot, mile, and acre, plus a collection of more obscure units of measurement 
will be covered later in this course. 

The British system was used extensively throughout the British sphere of influence well 
into the twentieth century until it was largely displaced by the metric system. 

Following is a partial chart of antiquated English measurements of distance and area to 
illustrate the confusing complexity of the system: 

Units of Linear Measurement 

Poppyseed = 1/4 barleycorn 

Barleycorn = 1/3 of an inch 

Digit  = 3/4 of an inch 

Finger  = 7/8 of an inch 

Nail  = 3 digits 

Palm  = 3 inches 

Hand  = 4 inches 

Shaftment = Width of a hand with outstretched thumb 

Span  =  Width of outstretched hand from the tip of thumb to the tip of fifth finger 

Cubit  = 18 inches 

Fathom = 6 feet 

Furlong = Originally 600 feet and later 660 feet 

League  = Three miles 

Units of Land Area 

Perch  = 1 square rod 

Bovate  =  15 acres 

Virgate = 30 acres 

Carucate = 120 acres 

Hide  = Approximately 4 to 8 bovates 



Knight’s fee = Five hides 

Hundred = 100 hides 

 

SECTION 4 - MEASUREMENT IN THE EARLY UNITED STATES 

The British colonization of America introduced the British system of measurement to the 
New World.  The already complex British system grew even more complex in America because 
other systems were already in use.  Dutch, Spanish, and French customs enjoyed regional foot 
holds but the British system was the most widely used.   

After the Revolutionary War, the fledgling government of the United States sought to 
establish a convenient and efficient system of weights, measures, and coinage across the thirteen 
new states.  Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution reads: 

“Congress shall have power… To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign 
Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures;” 

 Reinforcing the importance of an effective system, President George Washington in his 
inaugural address advised Congress of its duty to establish an efficient system of weights, 
measures, and coinage, stating that: 

“Uniformity in the currency, weights, and measures of the United States is an object of 
the greatest importance, and will, I am persuaded, be duly attended to.” 

The matter of currency was given first attention, as this affected the population most 
directly in their everyday lives.  Congress tasked Thomas Jefferson with the development of a 
plan for a national system of coinage.  Jefferson based his proposal on the decimal system, 
reasoning that the easiest ratio of multiplication and division is that by ten. 

The first Congress of the United States approved Jefferson’s plan and formally adopted a 
national coinage system in 1785, thus retiring forever the pence, halfpence, shilling, farthing, and 
crown.  The Jeffersonian system remains in use to this day. 

Five years after the system of currency had been settled upon, Congress undertook the 
task of establishing a system of weights and measures.  Again, Congress turned to Thomas 
Jefferson, who was serving as Secretary of State at the time.  In 1790, Jefferson presented 
Congress with two plans to consider. 

The first of Jefferson’s proposals was very intuitive in that it merely sought to precisely 
define the units of the British system which was already in common use in the colonies.  An 
innovative element of Jefferson’s system was the idea of basing the length standard upon some 
natural occurrence that could be uniformly reproduced, rather than upon the obviously variable 
lengths of body parts or physical items, such as kernels of grain as had long been the custom.   

 

 



A table outlining Jefferson’s first proposal follows: 

Length 

Line  = 587-1/5 rods 

Inch   = 10 lines 

Foot  = 12 inches 

Yard  = 3 feet 

Ell  = 3-3/4 feet 

Fathom = 6 feet 

Perch or Pole = 5-1/2 yards 

Mile  =  8 furlongs 

League  = 3 miles 

Area 

Rood  = 40 square poles 

Acre  = 4 roods 

Volume 

Gill  = 1/4 pint 

Pint  = 1/2 quart 

Quart  = 1/2 pottle 

Pottle  = 1/2 gallon 

Gallon  = 270 cubic inches 

Peck  = 2 gallons 

Bushel  = 4 pecks 

Strike  = 2 bushels 

Comb  = 2 strikes 

Hogshead = 2 coombs 

Pipe  = 2 hogshead 

Ton  = 2 pipes 

Mass 



Grain  =  1/24 pennyweight 

Pennyweight = 1/18 ounce 

Pound  = 16 ounces 

Jefferson’s concept for a length standard was anything but intuitive.  It was an iron rod 
that would be set to swing like a pendulum, with its length such that a swing from one end of the 
arc it traced to the other end, and then back to the original point would take precisely two 
seconds.  For the sake of accuracy, the pendulum would have to be at a latitude of 45 degrees, at 
sea level, and in a location without significant temperature swings throughout the year. 

Jefferson’s second proposal, and the one that he preferred, included eliminating the 
British units altogether and replacing them with new ones based upon decimal ratios similar to 
the system of coinage he had developed earlier.  This concept was similar to the metric system 
which was being developed in Europe at about the same time. 

Seeking middle ground between shoring up the old British system and starting over with 
a totally new system, Jefferson found it best to retain many of the British units but to integrate 
them into a decimal system as a logical partner to the new system of coinage. 

A table outlining the units and prefixes of Jefferson’s decimal proposal follows: 

  Multiplier relative to the base unit 

Length 

Point  = 0.001 

Line  = 0.01 

Inch  = 0.1 

Foot  = 1 

Decad  = 10 

Rood  = 100 

Furlong = 1,000 

Mile  = 10,000 

Area 

Rood  = 1 

Double acre = 10 

Volume 

Metre  = 0.001 



Demi-pint = 0.01 

Pottle  = 0.1 

Bushel  = 1 (1 cubic foot) 

Quarter =  10 

Last  = 100 

Mass 

Mite  = 0.0001 

Minim  = 0.001 

Carat  = 0.01 

Dbl. Scruple = 0.1 

Ounce  = 1 (1 cubic inch of water) 

Pound  = 10 

Stone  = 100 

Kental  = 1,000 

Hogshead = 10,000 

In Jefferson’s system, the aforementioned iron rod was approximately five of our modern 
feet long.  Jefferson divided the rod into five equal parts, with each part to be called a foot, which 
would be the basic unit of linear measurement.  A table of Jefferson’s foot-based units follows: 

Fractions 

1/10 foot = 1 inch 

1/10 inch =  1 line 

1/10 line  =  1 point 

Multiples 

10 feet  =  1 decad 

10 decads = 1 rood 

10 roods =  1 furlong 

10 furlongs =  1 mile 

 In terms of weight measurement, Jefferson’s decimal system proposed the ounce as the 
basic unit.  The ounce was defined as a cube of water measuring 1/10 foot on each side.  In this 
system, ten ounces made a pound. 



 The basic unit of capacity was to be a bushel, which was a cube measuring one foot on 
each side.  As the ounce was based upon a cubic inch of water, the bushel was equivalent to 
1,000 ounces or 100 pounds of water. 

 Jefferson urged congress to accept his proposed system stating it would: 

“…reduce every branch to the same decimal ratio already established for coin and thus 
bring calculations of the principal affairs of life within the arithmetic of every man who 
can multiply and divide plain numbers.” 

  

 Another proposal put forth in 1790 was that of William Waring.  Waring’s system, like 
Jefferson’s, was based on a decimal system but it was more revolutionary in the sense that it was 
comprised of several completely original units.  Its basis was also a pendulum, but Waring’s 
pendulum was to be placed at the equator instead of at 45 degrees latitude.  Below is a table 
outlining the measurement units from Waring’s proposal: 

Lineal Measure  Definition 

Min   = 0.1 decu 

Decu   = 0.1 hand 

Hand   = 0.1 pend 

Pend   = Unit (39 inches) 

Caten   = 10 pends 

Muta   = 10 catens 

Mile   = 10 mutas 

League   = 10 miles 

Plane Measure 

Med   = 10 square decus 

Foot   = 10 square hands 

Floor   = 10 square pends 

Rood   = 10 square catens 

Acre   = 10 roods 

Hide   = 10 acres 

Solid Measure 

Bimin   =  10 cubic mins 



Trimin   = 10 bimins 

Bidecu   = 10 cubic decus 

Tridecu  = 10 bidecus 

Bihand   = 10 cubic hands 

Trihand  = 10 bihands 

Liquid Measure 

Met   =  0.1 pint 

Pint   = 0.1 gallon 

Gallon   = 4 cubic hands 

Firkin   = 10 gallons 

Hogshead  = 10 firkins 

Dry Measure  =  

Manu   = 0.1 pottle 

Pottle   = 0.1 bushel 

Bushel   = 9 or 10 gallons 

Weights 

Grain   = 0.1 dram 

Dram   = 0.1 ounce 

Ounce   = 0.1 pound 

Pound   = Unit (0.5 cubic hands of water) 

Stone   = 10 pounds 

Centon   = 10 stones 

Mille   = 10 centons 

Quinton  = 10 milles 

 Waring’s proposal gained little traction among the decision-makers within the federal 
government. 

President George Washington twice advised Congress to take action toward the adoption 
of Jefferson’s ideas, but each time the actions died in committee.  Congress revisited the subject 
again in 1799 but the efforts were halfhearted.  A problem had arisen at the nation’s ports where 
customs inspectors did not have consistent standards by which to weigh cargo and thereby 



impose duties upon shipments.  The solution of Congress was to enact a law requiring that there 
be a standard of weights at all ports of entry into the United States.  Congress failed to provide 
any specific instruction as to what the standard was to be.  It only required that there be a 
standard in place. 

 In 1805, Swiss mathematician and geodesist, Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler, came to 
America.  In 1807 he was appointed by the United States Government to survey and map the east 
coast for the newly created United States Coast Survey.  Hassler had brought with him an iron 
replica of the original meter standard bar from France.  Hassler made the meter the standard of 
linear measurement for the United States Coast Survey.  Hassler was terminated after just two 
years on the job, owing to a new prohibition of civilians working on the coastal surveys.  While 
back in Europe, Hassler hired a London instrument maker to produce an 82-inch bronze bar.  
This bar came to be known as the Troughton bar, with the distance between the 27th and 63rd 
inches on the bar precisely representing the English yard when at 62 degrees Fahrenheit. 

In 1832, the civilian prohibition was lifted and Hassler, being an expert on the subject of 
coastal surveying, returned to his position.  From 1832 to 1856, the Troughton bar was the 
unofficial standard for the length of a yard in the United States. 

President James Madison, who served from 1809 to 1817, encouraged Congress to 
formally adopt a national system of weights and measures.  The lack of a consistent and efficient 
system continued to complicate commercial endeavors and taxation efforts.  Ignoring Madison’s 
concerns, Congress failed to enact legislation on the matter until the administration of our fifth 
president, James Monroe.  In 1817, Congress appealed to Secretary of State John Quincy Adams 
to study the subject and to prepare a proposal. 

Adams conducted an exhaustive exploration of the subject for four years before 
submitting to Congress his “Report upon Weights and Measures” in 1821.  His report included a 
study of the metric system that had been adopted in France and was catching on throughout 
Europe.  Adams was so impressed by the metric system that he wrote: 

“…the establishment of such as system so obviously tends to that great result (benefitting 
mankind in his daily intercourse with his fellow men) the improvement of the physical, 
moral and intellectual condition of man upon earth; that there can be neither doubt or 
hesitancy in the opinion that the ultimate adoption and universal, though modified, 
application of that system is a consummation devoutly to be wished.” 

Adams saw many advantages with the metric system, including its decimal basis and the 
fact that the units for weight and volume were based upon a standard of length.  Adams was also 
impressed by the logical simplicity of the metric system’s use of uniform prefixes. 

However, in spite of the obvious advantages afforded by the metric system, Adams also 
noted some disadvantages.  For example, even though he acknowledged the metric system’s 
decimal basis as a “theoretical excellency”, he indicated that it was impractical for the French 
people for normal use.  He contended that a base-12 system might be more practical, as 12 is 
divisible by 2, 3, 4, and 6, while 10 is only divisible by 2 and 5.   



Adams also saw the nomenclature of the metric system as a disadvantage.  He noted that 
the new gram, liter, and meter were not well accepted by the French public and he was inclined 
to believe that the American people might react in a similar manner. 

Along with his in-depth presentation of the metric system, Adams presented four courses 
of action for Congress to consider: 

1.  “Adopt in all its essential parts the new French system of weights and measures.: 
2. “Restore and perfect the old English system of weights, measures, moneys and silver 

coins.” 
3. “Devise and establish a combined system…by adoption of parts of each system to the 

principles of the other.” 
4. “Adhere, without any innovation whatever, to our existing weights and measures, 

merely fixing standards.” 

Remarkably, the comprehensive work of Adams was referred to a congressional 
committee and it failed to reach the floor for debate. 

Once again, in 1832, Congress was compelled to take up the matter of weights and 
measures again due to the continuing difficulties at the nation’s ports.  Congress referred the 
issue to the Treasury Department who had been given jurisdiction over affairs pertaining to 
imported goods.  The Treasury Department consulted Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler who was 
directed to investigate the subject and to make recommendations for a set of measurement 
standards. 

Hassler first collected information from the customhouses throughout the country and 
studied the multitude of measurement units in use.  Using elements of these varied systems in 
conjunction with borrowed units from the British system, Hassler drafted a set of measurement 
standards that he felt were sufficient.  Using the Troughton bar, he defined the units of length, 
and using a brass troy pound standard bar, he defined the units of weight.   

The standards Hassler developed for length, weight, and volume were delivered to the 
customhouses throughout the country.  Furthermore, these standards were submitted to all the 
state governments to consider for adoption.  At this time, many of the states already had their 
own measurement standards, but eventually all the states adopted Hassler’s standards and at long 
last the United States had its first national system of weights and measures, the United States 
Customary System.  The familiar system of inches, feet, yards, miles, ounces, pounds, tons, and 
gallons is still, after nearly two centuries, a matter of second nature to Americans. 

Biographical Sketch – Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler 

Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler was a Swiss-born surveyor who led the United States Coast 
Survey and the Bureau of Weights and Measures.   

Hassler was born in 1770 in Aarau, Switzerland.  He was employed early in his career as 
a surveyor on the trigonometrical survey of Switzerland.  In 1805, he emigrated to the 
United States and in 1897 took a position as a professor of mathematics at West Point.  



In 1811, Hassler was retained by the United States federal government to lead a survey 
of the country’s coastlines.  In time, he attained the position of superintendent of the 
survey.  In 1816, an act of Congress handed control of the survey over to the United 
States Army, under whose management it stagnated until 1832. 

Hassler then assumed the position of head of the Bureau of Weights and Measures in the 
U.S. Treasury Department, where he set about the task of establishing a system of 
standard weights and measures. 

In 1830, Hassler developed a standard for the gallon at 231 cubic inches which endures 
as the standard to this day. 

In 1832, Hassler returned to his post as the superintendent of the U.S. Coast Survey, 
where he served until his death in 1843.  Hassler is interred at Laurel Hill Cemetery in 
Philadelphia. 

 

SECTION 5 – UNITS OF THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMARY SYSTEM 

The Foot 

The foot is the basic unit of length in the United States Customary system of 
measurement.  As defined in the International Yard and Pound Agreement of 1959, the foot is 
defined as exactly 0.3048 meters.  In the customary system, a foot is made up of 12 inches and 
three feet equals one yard. 

The foot as a unit of measurement had existed, in one form or another, in Greek, Roman, 
French, Chinese, and English systems of measurement.  The length of the foot varied from place 
to place but was generally understood to equate to the length of a man’s foot.  Most often, the 
foot was divided into 12 or 16 sub-units. 

The United States is the only industrialized nation that still uses the foot for its basic unit 
of linear measurement, as most of the rest of the world has adopted the metric system.  The foot 
is used in some cases in the United Kingdom and Canada, but the meter is the officially accepted 
unit.  Oddly, the measurement of altitude is still expressed in feet internationally in the field of 
aviation. 

Historical records indicate that the Roman and Greek cultures preferred the foot over the 
cubit for linear measurement.    The Greek foot was defined as 1/600 of a stadion, with a stadion 
being about 181.2 meters.  This places the Greek foot at approximately 302 modern millimeters.  
The length of the Roman foot varied slightly throughout the years until being standardized by 
General Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa at approximately 296 millimeters by today’s standards.  The 
Greeks divided their foot into 16 digits.  The Romans also originally divided their foot into 16 
digits but later divided it into 12 unciae (the ancestor of our inch).   

In 790 A.D., Charlemagne, King of the Franks, tried to organize and reform the units of 
measurement throughout his realm.  His preferred system was made up of toise, which was the 



distance between the fingertips on the outstretched arms of a man, and the pied, which was 1/6 of 
a toise (326.6 millimeters) and was related to the foot.  Charlemagne was unsuccessful in 
promoting his system throughout his domain, and other versions of the foot remained in use 
depending upon the region. 

In the 16th century, Oppenheim publisher Jacob Koebel set forth a curious method for 
establishing the length of a foot, writing: 

“Stand at the door of a church on a Sunday and bid 16 men to stop, tall ones and small 
 ones, as they happen to pass out when the service is finished; thence make them put their 
 left feet one behind the other, and the length thus obtained shall be a right and lawful 
 rood to measure and survey the land with, and the 16th part of it shall be the right and 
 lawful foot.” 

In England, the Neolithic long foot, which was proposed by a team of archeologists, is 
based upon computations made from accurate surveys of Stonehenge.  They discovered that the 
diameters of the stone circles were consistently measured to be at multiples of a base unit 
equaling 30 long feet, which is 1.056 times longer than a modern-day foot.  This base unit was 
discovered also in the dimensions of stone lintels at Stonehenge and in the diameter of the 
Southern Circle at Durrington Walls.   

It was not until 1959 that a value for an international foot was settled upon.  The United 
States in cooperation with the members of the Commonwealth of Nations declared the 
international yard to be exactly equal to 0.9144 meters, which set the definition of the 
international foot at exactly 0.3048 meters.  For comparison, the international foot is 2 parts per 
million shorter than the previous definition of a foot, which had been defined as 12 inches, with 
an inch being defined by the Mendenhall Order of 1893 as 1200/3937 of a meter (approximately 
0.30480061 meters).  By the time the international foot was defined in 1959, much of the United 
States had been surveyed based upon the prior definitions of the foot, and the data had been 
published.  The miniscule difference between these definitions of the foot is imperceptible in 
most applications when dimensions are relatively small.  However, when dealing with larger 
dimensions, state plane coordinates for example, these differences become quite significant.   
Because of this, the previous definition of the foot is still used in some applications and is known 
as the U.S. Survey Foot. 

The Yard 

The yard is a unit in both the British imperial and U.S. customary systems of 
measurement, comprising 3 feet or 36 inches.  The yard gets its name from the Old English gerd 
and first appeared in historical records dating to the 7th century.  The exact origin of the yard as a 
unit of measure is unknown.  It is possible that the yard evolved from the length of a stride.  
Another possibility is the legend of King Henry I having decreed the yard to be the distance from 
his nose to his outstretched fingertip.  The etymology of the yard, having derived from “gerd” 
suggests that it may have originated as a measurement of the girth of a person.  A British report 
lends credence to the relationship between the yard and human girth: 



“The standard of measure has always been taken either from some part of the human 
 body, such as a foot, the length of the arm, the span of the hand, or from other natural 
 objects, such as a barleycorn, or other kind of grain. But the yard was the original 
 standard adopted by the early English sovereigns, and has been supposed to be 
 founded upon the breadth of the chest of the Saxon race. The yard continued till the 
 reign of Henry VII., when the ell was introduced, that being a yard and a quarter, or 45 
 inches.” 

The yard became the chief unit of measurement for the buying and selling of woven 
goods in England, and as such it was important for the monarchy to have an accurate system of 
measuring said goods for the purpose of collecting taxes.  Prior to regulation, textiles were often 
sold by the “yard and handful” with the handful amounting to a tax-free, black market 
transaction between the buyer and seller.  Efforts by the government to enforce taxation of these 
transactions resulted in the rather complicated 1552 Act for the True making of Woolen Cloth, 
which decreed in part: 

“And that all and every Broad Cloth and Clothes called Taunton Clothes, Bridgwaters, 
 and other Clothes which shall be made after the said Feast in Taunton, Bridgwater or in 
 other Places of like Sort, shall contain at the Water in Length betwixt twelve and thirteen 
 Yards, Yard and Inch of the Rule, and in Breadth seven Quarters of a Yard: (2) And 
 every narrow Cloth made after the said Feast in the said Towns or elsewhere of like 
 Sorts, shall contain in the Water in Length betwixt three and twenty and five and twenty 
 Yards, Yard and Inch as is aforesaid, and in Breadth one Yard of like Measure; (3) and 
 every such Cloth, both Broad and Narrow being well scowred, thicked, milled and fully 
 dried, shall weigh xxxiv. li. the Piece at the least. XV. And that all Clothes named Check-
 Kersie and Straits, which shall be made after the said Feast shall contain being wet 
 between seventeen and eighteen Yards, with the Inches as is aforesaid, and in Breadth 
 one Yard at the least at the Water; and being well scowred, thicked, milled and fully 
 dried, shall weigh xxiv. li. the Piece at the least.” 

In 1814 the British Royal Society, which was at the time the world’s most highly 
regarded scientific institution, proposed to the parliament a standard for the yard based on the 
length of a pendulum with a period of precisely two seconds.  This proposal was considered but 
was not adopted.  However, the Weights and Measures Act of 1824 sought to standardize the 
yard based upon a physical standard as follows: 

“From and after the First Day of May One thousand eight hundred and twenty five the 
 Straight Line or Distance between the Centres of the Two Points in the Gold Studs of the 
 Straight Brass Rod now in the Custody of the Clerk of the House of Commons whereon 
 the Words and Figures "Standard Yard 1760" are engraved shall be and the same is 
 hereby declared to be the original and genuine Standard of that Measure of Length or 
 lineal Extension called a Yard; and that the same Straight Line or Distance between the 
 Centres of the said Two Points in the said Gold Studs in the said Brass Rod the Brass 
 being at the Temperature of Sixty two Degrees by Fahrenheit's Thermometer shall be and 
 is hereby denominated the Imperial Standard Yard and shall be and is hereby declared to 



 be the Unit or only Standard Measure of Extension, wherefrom or whereby all other 
 Measures of Extension whatsoever, whether the same be lineal, superficial or solid, shall 
 be derived, computed and ascertained; and that all Measures of Length shall be taken in 
 Parts or Multiples, or certain Proportions of the said Standard Yard; and that One third 
 Part of the said Standard Yard shall be a Foot, and the Twelfth Part of such Foot shall be 
 an Inch; and that the Pole or Perch in Length shall contain Five such Yards and a Half, 
 the Furlong Two hundred and twenty such Yards, and the Mile One thousand seven 
 hundred and sixty such Yards.” 

In 1834, the Imperial yard standard bar, along with other measurement standards, were 
damaged when Parliament was burned.  In 1838, a commission was convened to remanufacture 
the measurement standards that were lost in the fire.  In 1845, a new yard standard bar was 
constructed based on comparison with three other standard bars that had been constructed based 
on the original imperial standard bar.  In the ensuing ten years, forty replicas of the standard yard 
were produced, four of which were granted to the Royal Mint, The Royal Society of London, 
The Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and the New Palace at Westminster.  The remaining 
standards were distributed to major cities and to countries in the English sphere of influence. 

High-accuracy measurements of the yard standard bar and its replicas revealed a 
shrinkage of one part per million per 20 years because of the release of the strain in the metal as 
a result of the manufacturing process.  It was found that defining the yard in terms of the stable 
meter would be an unchanging measurement standard.  To that end, in 1898 the value of the yard 
was set at exactly 36/39.370113 of a meter. 

In 1959, the United States along with Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, and 
the United Kingdom, established the definition of the yard to be exactly 0.9144 meter. 

While not the most common unit of linear measurement in the United States, the yard is 
still employed sports such as golf, football, and shooting sports.  Fabric is bought and sold by the 
yard and construction materials are measured by the cubic yard.  

The Rod 

The rod, also known as the perch, pole, or lug, is an antiquated unit of length primarily 
used in surveying applications.  In U.S. customary units, the rod is defined as 16-1/2 survey feet.  
It is also defined as 1/4 of a surveyor’s chain.  The rod was long a popular unit of land measure 
because of the convenient fact that whole-number multiples of its length are useful in laying out 
rectangles of even numbered acres.  For example, a rectangle of 4 rods by 40 rods (or one chain 
by one furlong) yields an area of one acre.  A square of 40 rods on a side describes a 10-acre 
tract. 

Like the foot, the rod or perch enjoyed widespread use throughout Europe, and also like 
the foot, the rod or perch had numerous definitions of its length.  Records from the 13th century 
reveal perches in lengths of 18 feet, 20 feet, 22 feet, and 24 feet.  As recently as 1820, a report 
from the House of Commons lists lengths ranging from 16-1/2 feet to 25 feet.  An Irish perch 
was defined at 21 feet.   



Before King Henry VIII’s seizure of the Roman Catholic Church’s lands in 1536, precise 
land measurement in Europe was nonexistent.  Rather than by measurements, landholdings were 
described in terms of landmarks and narrative descriptions.  In need of wealth to fund ongoing 
wars against France and Scotland, King Henry VIII sought to measure the quantity and quality of 
seized lands in order to offer tracts for sale.    At the behest of the King, Richard Benese penned 
a book explaining how to make land surveys.  Benese described the method for measuring an 
acre as follows: 

“…an acre both of woodlande, also of fyldlande is always forty perches in length, and 
 four perches in breadth, though an acre of woodlande be more in quantitie than an acre 
 of fyldelande…” 

When the author asserts that an acre of “woodlande” be more in quantity than an acre of 
“fyldelande”, he is referring to the relative economic values of the land and not the measurement 
of their areas. 

As advances in ironworking were achieved, the physical rods used for measuring were 
gradually supplanted by iron chains.  Chains had the advantage of greater length for efficiency in 
measuring long distances.  In time, the chain was standardized at four rods length.  The chain as 
a standard of measurement will be covered in detail in the next section. 

The rod as a unit of measure was standardized in England by Edmund Gunter in 1607 as 
one-quarter chain or 16-1/2 feet. 

Following is a narrative paragraph explaining the layout of colonial Williamsburg, 
Virginia, which illustrates the importance of the rod, or in this case known as the “pole” in the 
laying out of early American towns and villages: 

“The place was now newly named Williamsburg, after the reigning monarch, King William, and 
 the first survey was made by Thoedorick Bland. Two ports, each about a mile distant from the 
 town, were laid out -- one called Princess Anne Port on Archer's Hope or College Creek, about 
 five miles from James River, and the other called Queen Mary's Port on Queen's Creek, about the 
 same distance from York River. The body of the town occupied 220 acres; Princess Anne Port 23 
 acres, 37 1/2 poles, and Queen Mary's Port 14 acres, 71 1/4 poles. So that the whole area of the 
 town and ports, (including the two roads leading to the latter embracing 25 acres, 86 3/4 poles) 
 was 283 acres, 35 1/2 poles. The main street (called in 1705, Duke of Gloucester Street, in honor 
 of Queen Anne's eldest son) followed partially the course of the old Middle Plantation horse 
 path, and was 99 feet wide and seven-eigths of a mile long from the college to the east end of 
 town, where the capitol building afterwards was placed.” 

The Chain 

The chain, as a unit of length, is equivalent to 66 feet or 22 yards, and is divided into 4 
rods or 100 links.  Ten chains constitute a furlong, and 80 chains comprise a statute mile. 

The chain, developed in England, was used in England and in countries under English 
influence well into the 20th century.  It is still quite common to find deeds in American 
courthouses with the legal descriptions written in terms of chains. 



The first know historical mention of the chain dates back to 1579.  In 1593, Queen 
Elizabeth I decreed that the English mile was to be 5,280 feet in length.  Then, in 1620 Edmund 
Gunter developed a system of surveying land which was founded on a convenient 66-foot unit, 
referred to as a chain.  By 1675, the chain was widely accepted for use throughout England and 
was endorsed by famed Scottish cartographer, John Ogilby, who wrote: 

“…a Word or two of Dimensurators or Measuring Instruments, whereof the mosts usual 
 has been the Chain, and the common length for English Measures 4 Poles, as answering 
 indifferently to the Englishs Mile and Acre, 10 such Chains in length making a Furlong, 
 and 10 single square Chains an Acre, so that a square Mile contains 640 square 
 Acres…” 

The chain (and the link) became the standard units of length for surveying in the 
American colonies and later in the new United States.  In 1784, Thomas Jefferson presented a 
report to Congress outlining his plan for dividing the western lands.  This report proposed the 
rectangular system of sections, townships and ranges.  Adopted the following year, the Land 
Ordinance of 1785 mandated the chain as the base unit of measurement and further declared that 
measurements be conducted horizontally and that notes be returned in terms of miles, chains, and 
links. 

In the United States, the chain as a unit has given way to the foot, with one notable 
exception.  The speed of movement of wildfires is still expressed in chains per hour (ch/h), 
which refers to the speed at which the extent of the fire is progressing away from its point of 
origin. 

Biographical Sketch – Edmund Gunter 

Edmund Gunter was an English mathematician, astronomer, and minister.  Born in 
 1581 at Hertfordshire, he is remembered for his invention of the Gunter’s chain, the 
 Gunter’s quadrant, and the Gunter’s scale.  He also invented a device to calculate 
 logarithmic tangents.   

In his youth, Gunter attended Westminster School and later studied at Christ Church in 
 Oxford.  He soon ascended to the position of Rector of St. George’s in Southwark.  While 
 Rector, Gunter continued to study mathematics and science, and in 1619 was appointed 
 professor of astronomy, a position he held for the remainder of his life. 

In 1624 Gunter published an anthology of his mathematical works which proved to be a 
 useful manual to surveyors and sailors. 

A list of Gunter’s contributions to the mathematical and scientific worlds follows: 

 The Gunter’s chain – Which has stood the test of time as a useful and convenient 
tool for measuring land. 

 The Gunter’s quadrant – An innovative tool for making astronomic and solar 
observations. 



 The Gunter’s scale – The predecessor of the slide rule, it was a useful tool for 
making trigonometric and logarithmic calculations. 

 The observation of the variance in the declination of the compass needle relating 
to time and location. 

 The trigonometric terms “cosine” and “cotangent” were coined by Gunter. 

Edmund Gunter died in England at the age of 45 years. 

The Link 

The link, or the Gunter’s link, is defined as 1/100 of a chain, which is equivalent to 
66/100 of a U.S. survey foot or 7.92 inches.   

The link is of particular importance to surveyors conducting retracement surveys in the 
rectangular system because it represented the smallest unit noted by the original surveyors.  At 
the time neither inches nor tenths and hundredths of feet were noted.  This fact must always be 
considered when analyzing positional accuracy relating to surveys tied to the rectangular system. 

The Mile 

The mile, in one form or another, has been a popular unit of length since ancient times.  
In 1959, the mile was standardized by international agreement, at 5,280 feet, 1760 yards, or 
1,609.344 meters. 

The mile receives its name from the Roman term mille passus, which translates to 
“thousand paces”, with a pace by Roman definition being the distance covered by two strides, or 
approximately five feet. 

The international mile is also sometimes called a statute mile or a land mile, to 
differentiate it from other forms of the mile, namely the nautical mile.   

To better understand the evolution of our modern mile, it is worthwhile to study some of 
the historical forms of the mile.  The Roman mile, as noted above, was defined by the distance 
covered in 1,000 paces.  The length of the Roman mile was indirectly standardized when General 
Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa standardized the Roman foot, of which 5,000 would constitute a mile.  
By way of conquest, the Roman mile spread throughout Europe and localized variations gave 
rise to numerous additional incarnations of the mile. 

A Roman invention, the remnant of which has lasted into the present day along our 
highways, is the milestone.  Holding the Roman Forum as the point of origin, points along the 
road throughout the Empire were marked at each even mile with stone obelisks denoting the 
distance from the center of Rome along the roadway. 

A close cousin to the Roman mile, the Italian mile was also understood to consist of 
1,000 paces.  Its value varied widely depending on the region.  It is mentioned because it is often 
referred to in international contexts all the way up to the 17th century, owing to the success of 
Italian explorers in the early modern period. 



The English continued the use of the Roman mile of 1,000 paces, dividing into 
convenient 1/8 parts called furlongs, meaning “furrow’s length”, until the mile was finally 
defined at 5,280 feet. 

In Wales, the mile was 3 miles and 1,470 yards long, equaling 9,000 paces (each of 
which was 3 Welsh feet of 9 inches).  The use of this mile, and the entire Welsh system of 
measurement, was discontinued following English conquest in the 13th century. 

The Scots mile was comprised of 8 Scots furlongs and translates roughly to 1,976 modern 
yards.  Interestingly, the Scots mile was legally abolished on three separate occasions:  First by 
the Scottish Parliament in 1685, next by a 1707 treaty with England, and lastly by the Weights 
and Measures Act of 1824. 

The Irish mile was 2,240 yards long and was in use from the 16th through the 19th 
century.  The system was based upon the English system, with the notable difference of a 7-yard 
rod compared to a 5.5-yard English rod. 

The international mile is defined as exactly 1.609344 kilometers as established in the 
1959 International Yard and Pound Agreement.  The U.S. survey mile is defined as 5,280 survey 
feet, which equals 1.000002 international miles.  In most cases, this difference is insignificant, 
however when working with state plane coordinate systems which often cover hundreds of miles, 
this difference can become significant. 

The nautical mile was first defined as the length of one minute of arc along a meridian of 
the earth at sea level.  By this definition, the earth was assumed to be perfectly spherical.  In 
time, scientists computed the shape of the earth to be an oblate spheroid rather than a sphere, 
thereby indicating an irregularity of up to 1% in the length of a degree of latitude between the 
equator and the poles.  Based upon the calculations of the WGS84 ellipsoid, one minute of 
latitude measures 6,046 feet at the equator and 6,107.5 feet at the poles.  The internationally 
defined length of a nautical mile is 1,852 meters, which converts to 6,076.11548556 feet. 

The Acre 

The acre as a unit of land area is used in the imperial and the U.S. customary systems.  It 
is one of many units of measurement derived from agriculture. The traditional definition of the 
acre is the area of a rectangle one chain wide by one furlong deep, which is equivalent to 43,560 
square feet.   

The original concept of the acre in the Middle Ages was understood to be the area of land 
that could be plowed in a single day by a yoke of oxen, that is to say a pair of oxen working in 
tandem. 

The acre derives its name from an Old English word meaning “open field”.  By the 
definition set forth in the Act on the Composition of Yards and Perches, an acre is “40 perches in 
length and four in breadth”.   

Prior to the adoption of the metric system, various versions of the acre were in use 
throughout Europe.  In France, the Normandy acre was popular, which was defined as 1.6 



arpents and was approximately twice the size of a modern acre.  In Germany, a different value 
for the acre was used in each state. 

The acre is related to the square mile in the sense that 640 acres equal one square mile.  A 
square mile divided into equal fourths produces four squares, one-half mile on each side and 
containing 160 acres.  Further, these one-fourth parts could again be easily divided into fourths 
yielding squares one-quarter mile on a side and containing 40 acres.  This proved to be a 
convenient method of division as the western lands of the United States were surveyed and sold 
to private owners in parcels of manageable sizes.  Parcel sizes of 40, 80, and 160 acres remain 
quite common throughout the states surveyed in the Public Land Survey System.   

Historical Versions of the Acre 

Builders Acre – Sometimes used for the sake of simplicity in real estate marketing.  
 Equal to an area of 40,000 square feet. 

Irish Acre – Equal to 7.840 square yards. 

Cheshire Acre – 10,240 square yards 

Stremma – A Greek unit formerly consisting of 10,000 square Greek Feet.  Later, it was 
 standardized at 1,000 square meters. 

Dunam – A Turkish unit formerly consisting of 1,600 square paces.  Later, it was 
 standardized 1,000 square meters. 

Actus quadratus – The Roman acre equaling 14,400 square Roman feet. 

 

SECTION 6 – THE METRIC SYSTEM 

The Original Development of the Metric System 

In 1668, an English minister, John Wilkins, devised and proposed a system of 
measurement units for length, area, volume, and mass.  This system was innovative in the fact 
that its units for each type of measurement were coordinated with one another.  In his system, the 
standard unit of length was to be the length of a pendulum that had a half-beat of exactly one 
second.  His units of area and volume were established as the square and cube of the length 
standard, respectively.  His unit for mass was to be equivalent to the mass of a cubic standard of 
rainwater.   

In 1670, Gabriel Mouton, the Vicar of St. Paul’s Church in Lyons, France, proposed a 
unit of length equivalent to one minute of arc of a great circle on the Earth at sea level.  Along 
with this proposal, Mouton developed a method for naming the decimal multiples and 
submultiples of his newly proposed unit of length.   

Both of these systems were well-constructed and mathematically sound, but the scientific 
and political attitudes of the era prevented their advancement. 



Over a century later, around the time of the French Revolution, a new interest for 
developing a consistent and efficient system of weights and measures arose.  The Bishop of 
Autun, more commonly referred to as Talleyrand, sponsored the reform of French weights and 
measures in the French Revolutionary National Assembly.  Under his oversight, the French 
Academy assembled several committees to work toward the development of an ideal system.   

The first major development of this work was the proposal of a new unit of length, 
equivalent to one-ten millionth part of the length of a quadrant of meridian along the surface of 
the Earth; that is to say, one-ten millionth part of the distance between the equator and one of the 
Earth’s poles, measured along a meridian line. 

While the Revolution raged, the National Assembly of France charged the French 
Academy of Sciences to develop an unvarying standard for all weights and measures.  The 
commission that was appointed by the Academy produced a system that was practical and easily 
understood.  The basic unit of length was established as an invariable part of the Earth’s great 
circle, and all units for mass and volume were derived from the basic unit of length.  For the first 
time, a system of measurement was introduced where the units for length, area, mass, and 
volume were all related to a standard which was itself related to nature. 

Another point of practicality was the fact that this new system was based on decimal 
mathematics, meaning the basic units of measurement could be easily converted to larger or 
smaller units simply by multiplying or dividing by 10 or the powers of 10. 

The Commission called the new basic unit of length the “metre”, which was named for 
the Greek word “metron”, meaning “a measure”.  A physical standard for the metre, in the form 
of a metal bar, was commissioned. 

Surveyors Pierre Francois Andre Mechain and Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre conducted 
a painstaking six-year survey to measure the arc of the meridian in the area of Dunkirk, France 
and Barcelona, Spain.  Later, it was discovered that Mechain and Delambre had not accounted 
for the flattening of the Earth at the poles in their computations, but regardless, the value they 
established for the length of the metre has remained the unwavering standard for the metric 
system for more than three centuries since. 

Simultaneously, other scientists were at work developing the other units of measurement, 
which were all to base on the metre. 

The unit of mass was established as the “gram”, which was defined as the mass of one 
cubic centimeter (0.01 meters) of water at its temperature of maximum density, which is 
approximately 4 degrees Celsius. 

The new unit of volume or capacity was the “litre”, which was defined as the volume of a 
cube having sides of one decimeter (0.10 meters). 

The coordination of the units of the metric system begins to become apparent, as one liter 
of water weighs one kilogram. 



The metric system was not an overnight success, but in time its obvious merits were 
realized, and it was officially adopted by the government of France in 1795.  A summit of 
European scientists was conducted in 1798, at which Italy, Spain, The Netherlands, Switzerland, 
and Denmark were represented.  The metric system was presented in detail at this conference and 
in the ensuing years, it was accepted throughout much of Europe. 

In 1840, France became the first nation to declare the use of the metric system to be 
compulsory. 

In 1875, an international conference convened in Paris to create an International Bureau 
of Weights and Measures. The Treaty of the Metre was signed there and provided for the 
establishment of a permanent laboratory in Sèvres, France, where international standards were to 
be stored, standard copies were to be inspected, and research was to be conducted. The General 
Conference on Weights and Measures, representing over 40 countries, convenes every six years. 
The conference chooses 18 scientists to serve as the International Committee for Weights and 
Measures. 

The clear advantages of a consistent, efficient, base-ten measurement system caused the 
metric system to be adopted by the scientific and engineering communities.  The rise in 
popularity of the metric system was coincident with the industrial revolution. 

Units and Prefixes of the Metric System 

Units 

Length   Meter 

Area   Square meter 

Volume  Cubic meter 

Weight/Mass  Gram 

Capacity  Liter 

Temperature  Degree Celsius 

 

Prefixes  Multiplication Factor 

Exa   10^18 

Peta   10^15 

Tera   10^12 

Giga   10^9 

Mega   1,000,000 



Kilo   1,000 

Hecto   100 

Deca   10 

Unit   1 

Deci   0.1 

Centi   0.01 

Milli   0.001 

Micro   0.000001 

Nano   10^-9 

Pico   10^-12 

Femto   10^-15 

Atto   10^-18 

 

The Metric System in the United States 

Metrification is the name given to process of introducing the metric system a replacement 
for existing systems of measurement.  While most of the world has formally adopted the metric 
system, the United States remains one of only three nations that has not.  The other two nations 
are Myanmar and Liberia.  But even as the metric system is not the official system in the United 
States, it is used to a great extent and influences the lives and activities of every American. 

The metric system is used in the fields of science, medicine, industry, sports, the 
automobile industry, and firearms manufacturing to name just a few.  Since 1994, federal law has 
required that packaged consumables be labeled in both customary and metric units. 

Interest in metrification in the United States dated back to the early days of the country, 
around the turn of the 18th century.  Thomas Jefferson, in his research of weights and measures 
on behalf of the fledgling government was intrigued by the advantages of the metric system.  In 
1793, Jefferson made a formal request to the French Government for measurement standards that 
could be used to establish the metric system in the United States.   Later that same year, French 
botanist Joseph Dombey was sent on a mission to the United States with copies of measurement 
standards and instructions to work with Jefferson toward metrification.  Sadly, Dombey’s ship 
was seized by privateers and Dombey was captured and imprisoned in Montserrat, where he died 
in captivity. 

Among American agencies, the U.S. Coast Survey was the first to adopt the metric 
system, using Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler’s meter standard bar.   



In 1895, the Constitution of the State of Utah mandated that the metric system be taught 
in the state’s public schools.  This section was repealed in 1987. 

In anticipation of metrification in the United States, Melvil Dewey, inventor of the 
Dewey Decimal System went into business in Boston in 1876 opening the American Metric 
Bureau.  His aim was to sell metric measuring tools. 

Renewed enthusiasm for metrification arose in the second half of the 20th century.  In 
1964, the National Bureau of Standards declared that it would use the metric system, except 
where its use would be obviously disadvantageous. 

In 1968, Congress authorized the three-year U.S. Metric Study to research the overall 
feasibility of metrification.  The U.S. Department of Commerce undertook this project.  An 
advisory panel was formed to consult with consumers, government officials, labor groups, 
manufacturers, and businesses.  The finding of the study was that the United States should move 
toward metrification in order to facilitate international commerce and to ensure that the country 
was in step with other leading countries in the areas of electronics and computing.  The study 
discovered that metric units were already in use and that familiarity with the system was on the 
rise.   

The U.S. Metric Study’s recommendations included a planned and gradual transition to 
the metric system over a ten-year period.  Congress passed the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 to 
plan and coordinate metrification efforts.  Also, the United States Metric Board was established.  
The first component of the plan was a public education effort to increase awareness of the metric 
system.  These efforts were not generally well received by the populace causing the USMB to 
report to Congress that voluntary conversion to the metric system was unlikely and that without a 
government mandate, conversion was unlikely to succeed.  Accordingly, the USMB was 
discontinued in 1982.   

In 1988, Congress passed the Omnibus Foreign Trade and Competitiveness Act as 
amendment to the Metric Conversion Act of 1975.  This legislation confirmed the federal 
government’s duty to assist business and industry toward voluntary conversion to the metric 
system.  This legislation required most federal agencies to use the metric system in matters of 
procurement.  Exceptions to this requirement were permitted in the areas of construction and 
transportation.  The United States Department of Transportation had originally planned a 
conversion to the metric system by the year 2,000 but this plan was cancelled in 1998 as part of 
the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21). 

The complication of working in two separate measurement systems was brought to light 
in 1999 with the loss of NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter.  NASA had called for the use of metric 
units in their contract and all but one of the subcontractors on the project conformed.  However, 
one subcontractor, Lockheed Martin, developed a software application that produced thruster 
performance data in terms of U.S. customary units instead of in metric newtons.  The craft was 
supposed to orbit Mars at an altitude of 150 kilometers (approximately 93 miles) but the 
incorrect data in the program caused the craft to attempt to enter orbit at an altitude of 57 



kilometers (approximately 35 miles) where it impacted the Martian atmosphere and was either 
destroyed outright or hurled into space. 

More recently, proponents of national metrification have pointed to the supposition that 
the country’s industrial production, STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) 
education, and overall competitiveness in global markets would be improved by the adoption of 
the metric system.   

The majority of living Americans have had some exposure to the metric system while in 
school and many metric units have become commonplace and some metric expressions have 
become so familiar that they have become part of the American vernacular.  A good example of 
this is the use of the letter “K” as an abbreviation for 1,000.  This, of course, comes from the 
metric prefix “kilo” and is extensively used in terms of money ($100k = $100,000) and vehicle 
mileage (100k = 100,000 miles). 

Numerous products sold in the United States are packaged based upon metric rather than 
customary units.  The two-liter soft drink bottle has been a mainstay in American supermarkets 
for decades.  Water and soft drink bottles are now commonly sold in the half-liter size instead of 
the 16-fluid ounce size.  Wine and liquor are sold in 750 milliliter bottles which are often 
referred to as “fifths” due to the fact that such bottles had formerly been sold in one-fifth of a 
gallon sizes (equal to 757 milliliters). 

The computer and electronics industries were among the first American adopters of the 
metric system.  Computer parts and connectors are always manufactured according to metric 
units.  Likewise, camera lenses and film are manufactured to metric specifications. 

The metric system has long been well-utilized in the United States military, as 
cooperation with the armed forces of other nations is necessary.  In an effort to promote 
compatibility with its NATO allies, the United States military uses metric units to express the 
calibers of its weapons, even in instances where the caliber was originally developed in terms of 
the customary system.  The civilian .308 caliber is the same diameter as the military 7.62 mm 
caliber.  Likewise, the civilian .223 caliber is the same diameter as the military 5.56 mm caliber. 

The United States military also uses the metric system to express distances.  The slang 
word “klick” is used in place of “kilometer”. 

In the American firearms industry, most rifle and handgun calibers are expressed in terms 
of decimal inches (e.g., .22, .223, .38, .45, and so forth).  However, many calibers are expressed 
in terms of millimeters (e.g., 9 mm and 10 mm).   

In the automotive industry, engine displacement sizes that had once been given in cubic 
inches are now given in liters.  For example, the popular Ford 302 engine from yesteryear is now 
referred to as a 5.0-liter engine. 

In the fields of healthcare and pharmaceuticals, the metric system prevails.  Drugs are 
measured in milligrams and milliliters.  Concentrations of compounds from the analysis of blood 



and urine are also expressed in metric terms, such as “milligrams per deciliter”.  The body mass 
index, or BMI, is expressed in kilograms per square meter. 

 

SECTION 7– HISTORICAL AGRICULTURAL UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

This Section will cover several historical units of land measurement that grew from 
agricultural practices and the necessity of tax assessment.   

The Oxgang 

An oxgang was an English and Scottish unit representing the area of land that could be 
plowed by a single ox in one planting season.  Also referred to as an oxgait or a bovate, it 
represented around 15 modern acres but was based on the quality and fertility of land and could 
contain 20 or more acres. 

About the oxgang, Scottish historian William Forbes Skene wrote: 

"In the eastern district there is a uniform system of land denomination consisting of 
'dabhachs', 'ploughgates' and 'oxgangs', each 'dabhach' consisting of four 'ploughgates' 
and each 'ploughgate' containing eight 'oxgangs'. 
"As soon as we cross the great chain of mountains [the Grampian Mountains] separating 
the eastern from the western waters, we find a different system equally uniform. The 
'ploughgates' and 'oxgangs' disappear, and in their place we find 'dabhachs' and 
'pennylands'. The portion of land termed a 'dabhach' is here also called a 'tirung' or 
'ounceland', and each 'dabhach' contains 20 pennylands." 
 

 

 



The Virgate 

Related to the oxgang was the virgate, also known as yardland or yard of land, which 
represented the area of land that could by plowed by a yoke of two oxen in a single planting 
season.  The virgate was considered to be twice the area of an oxgang and therefore 
approximately 30 acres.  For smaller divisions of land, a virgate could be divided into one-fourth 
units known as nooks.  Nooks could be divided themselves into fourths creating faundrels. 

The Carucate 

A larger unit of land measure was the carucate.  Related to the oxgang and the virgate, 
the carucate represented the area of land that could be plowed by a team of eight oxen in a single 
planting season.  A carucate was equivalent to four virgates, thus equaling approximately 120 
acres.  The carucate derived its name from the carruca heavy plow that appeared in England in 
the 9th century following Viking invasions.   

The Hide 

A hide was a unit of land area similar to the carucate at approximately 120 acres, but its 
definition was not based upon dimensions or the effort required to plow it.  Instead, a hide was a 
measure of value for the purpose of tax assessment, quantifying the area of land required to 
completely support one household, and as such the area of it could vary widely based upon the 
arable acreage and the natural resources available on the land. 

The Furlong 

The furlong is a unit of distance in both the imperial and U.S. customary system that is 
defined as one-eighth of a mile, being also equivalent to 660 feet, 40 rods, or 10 chains.   

The furlong derives its name from the Old English “furh lang”, which translates to 
“furrow long”.  The original concept of the furlong was developed from the distance a team of 
oxen could plow without stopping to rest.  When pulling a heavy plow with oxen, turning about 
is difficult and time consuming.  Therefore, the preferred technique was to plow a more or less 
straight furrow in one direction until such time that the oxen needed a break.  This technique led 
to some degree of uniformity in the lengths of furrows in England, which came to define the 
dimensions of fields and possessions.  A furlong was also sometimes called an acre’s length, as a 
chain’s width by a furlong’s length describes one acre. 

For the Anglo-Saxons who inhabited the British Isles, the rod was their preferred unit of 
land measurement, and the furlong was a convenient unit in their system, as a furlong was 40 
rods long and an acre was 4 rods by 40 rods. 

In the thirteenth century, when England adopted a shorter value for the foot, rods and 
furlongs remained unchanged, since those were the units used to describe land boundaries.  What 
changed was the number of feet in a rod and a furlong.  The rod went from 15 old feet to 16-1/2 
new feet, while the furlong was changed from 600 old feet to 660 new feet.  The acre was 
adjusted also, from 36,000 square old feet to 43,560 square new feet. 



The furlong is little used for official purposes today except in Myanmar where highway 
mile markers are given in miles and furlongs.  The most enduring and familiar use of the furlong 
is in the area of horse racing.  In the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Ireland, 
horse races are measured in furlongs. 

Many American cities are partly laid out in blocks of square furlongs.  Chicago, Salt 
Lake City, and Phoenix are notable examples. 

The Arpent 

The arpent is a French unit of both length and area based on the Roman actus.  The arpent 
takes its name from the Latin word arepennis, which derives its name from the Gaulish word are-
penno, which translates roughly to “end of a field”. 

As a unit of length, the arpent was defined as 200 French feet, which was equal to about 
234 English Feet.  In north America, where the arpent was used in areas of French settlement, 
was defined as 180 French feet or approximately 192 English feet. 

In North America, a square arpent (or French acre) was 180 French feet by 180 French 
feet, or 32,400 French square feet.  This equates to around 0.845 English acres. 

The early use of arpents as a unit of area has had a lasting effect upon the shapes of 
parcels in parts of America where French settlement occurred prior to the advent of the Public 
Land Survey System.  These parcels may be found along navigable waterways in parts of 
Indiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Arkansas, Missouri, and most notably Louisiana. 

In Louisiana, these parcels are referred to as arpent sections.  It was the custom to lay out 
long and slender parcels of land so that more settlers could have access to the adjacent river or 
stream. A typical arpent-based land division was 2-4 arpents (linear) wide by 40-60 arpents 
(linear) deep. 

 

SECTION 8 – UNUSUAL UNITS OF MEASUREMENT FROM TRADITION, 
LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND POPULAR CULTURE 

A student of historical writing is certain to encounter references to seemingly familiar 
units of measurement that have been out of common use for so long that their definitions are 
uncertain.  Furthermore, over the years many units of measurement have been invented for 
lighthearted purposes.  In this section, the origins and uses of some of these units will be 
explored. 

The Fathom 

The fathom is used for measuring the depth of water and is equivalent to six feet.  
Originally understood to be the span of a man’s outstretched arms, the fathom was eventually 
standardized at two yards or six feet. 



The fathom receives its name from the Danish Viking word “favn” which translates to 
“outstretched arms”.  In burial at sea, a depth of at least six fathoms is customary.  The fathom 
has also been used in the past to express the depth of mines. 

The League 

The league was formerly a common unit of length in Europe but is no longer considered 
an official unit of any measurement system.  The league was originally defined as the distance a 
person could walk in one hour. 

The countries in the sphere of English influence considered a league to be equal to three 
miles. 

The Nautical Mile 

The nautical mile is a unit of distance used in marine and air navigation.  Originally, the 
nautical mile was defined as the length of one minute of latitude along any meridian line 
measured at mean sea level.  The modern international nautical mile is defined as 1852 meters. 

Around the beginning of the sixteenth century, sailors and navigators began to develop a 
scientific understanding of how to measure positions on the surface of the sea, producing a 
system of parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude.  In time, as understanding grew, 
English sailors discovered that the ratio of distances at sea to the degrees of latitude was constant 
along any meridian, if the Earth was assumed to be spherical.  In 1594 Robert Hues asserted that 
the distance along a great circle of the Earth was 60 miles per degree and that one minute of arc 
was equal to one nautical mile.  In 1623 Edmund Gunter affirmed that the distance along a great 
circle of the Earth was 20 leagues per degree. 

The Cable Length 

The cable length, or simply the cable, is a nautical unit of distance equal to one-tenth of a 
nautical mile or 100 fathoms.  The unit is named after the traditional length of a ship’s anchor 
cable. 

The Potrzebie 

Mad Magazine, in its Issue 33, published as satirical system of measurement called the 
Potrzebie System of Weights and Measures, with the fundamental unit of the system being the 
potrzebie, equal to the thickness of Mad Magazine Issue 26, or 2.2633485174381173216473 
millimeters.  Volume was expressed in ngogns, equivalent to 1,000 cubic potrzebies.  Mass was 
expressed in blintz, which were equal to the mass of one ngogn of halva (which was said to be a 
type of pie having a specific gravity of 3.1416 and a specific heat of 0.31416). 

The Altuve 

From professional baseball comes the Altuve, equal to 5 feet 5 inches and named for 
Houston Astros player Jose` Altuve who stood 5 feet 5 inches tall. 

 



The Beard-second 

At the opposite end of the scale from the light-year is the beard-second, which represents 
the length an average beard grows in one second.  This unit has been defined as 10 nanometers. 

The Donkey Power 

This humorous unit of power is defined as 250 watts, or about one-third of one 
horsepower. 

Biblical Weights and Measures 

The ancient holy books are among the best-preserved records available to us and provide 
a perspective into what life was like in those times. Throughout the Holy Bible are references to 
units of measurement that were in use at the time. 

The cubit, which has been covered earlier in this course, was the popular unit for 
measuring length.  By its pure definition, the cubit was understood to represent the distance from 
the tip of the elbow to the tip of the outstretched middle finger.  Related to the cubit was the reed, 
which was equivalent to five cubits. 

Fingers, handbreadths, and palms are frequently mentioned throughout the bible and their 
definitions are self-explanatory.  Like in every ancient culture, body parts served as the natural 
and convenient measurement standards. 

The gomed was mentioned in the book of Judges and is thought to represent the length of 
a dagger. 

The Roman fathom, stadion (furlong), and mile are mentioned in the Bible, which is not 
surprising given the large presence of Roman influence in the books of the New Testament. 

For the measurement of liquid, the bath is mentioned as a unit of water.  Unrelated to the 
word “bath” as we understand it, this unit derives its name from the Hebrew word for “daughter” 
and represents the amount of water carried in jar from the public well by the daughters of the 
household.  Archaeological records suggest that these water jars held about five modern gallons. 

The hin was one-sixth of a bath and represented the minimum amount of drinking water 
required to sustain a man for a day. The log was the smallest known liquid measurement unit, 
equivalent to about one-twelfth of a hin.  In the Talmud, the log is stated to be the amount of 
water displaced by six hens’ eggs and is estimated to be roughly equal to one pint.  

In the Old Testament, the homer was a frequently used measure of dry goods.  The 
definition of the homer is unclear, but the etymology of word suggests that it is meant to 
represent one “ass-load”.  Scholars estimate the value of the homer to be between 3.8 and 6.5 
bushels.  The cor was a unit equivalent to a homer and by definition contained ten baths. 

The lathech is mentioned only once.  Some interpretations place the value of the lathech 
at half of a homer. 



The ephah is mentioned often in the Bible and sometimes simply referred to as a 
measure.  The ephah was equal to one-tenth of a homer and like the homer, was used for the 
measurement of dry goods. 

In the New Testament, Hebrew culture gives way to more Greek and Roman influence 
and the same is true of the units mentioned in the texts.  For example, a choinix was a dry 
measure equal to approximately two pints and the smaller xestes was equivalent to about 1-1/6 
dry pints.   

The metretes was a liquid measure equal to around 10 modern gallons.  The etymology of 
the word indicates that it was meant to represent two baths. 

The modius was a dry measure equal to about 7.7 dry quarts and is the “bushel” referred 
to in the books of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, as the vessel that could cover up a lamp. 

The litra was equivalent to the Roman pound and was used to measure both weight and 
liquid capacity. 

The Hand 

The hand is equal to exactly four inches and is used solely for the purpose of expressing 
the height of horses.  Measurement of a horse’s height is taken from the ground to the highest 
point of the withers. 

The Horse Length 

In horse racing, a horse length, or simply a length, is approximately eight feet.  The 
length is not a standard unit and relies upon the judgement of the observer.  A length may be 
further broken down into a neck, a head, or a nose. 

The Boat Length 

Similar to horse racing, boat racing margins are expressed in lengths.  The length of an 8-
person boat is approximately 62 feet.  A length in boat racing may be broken down into halves, 
fourths, or eighths as necessary. 

Lunar Distance 

The average distance between the Earth and the Moon is approximately 240,000 miles.  
In astronomy, this distance is known as a lunar distance. 

The Astronomical Unit 

An astronomical unit represents the approximate distance between the center of the Earth 
and the center of the Sun.  The actual distance between these two bodies varies throughout the 
year based on the elliptical orbit of the earth.  Because of this, an average distance was computed 
and has been defined as 149,597,870,700 meters.  This is equivalent to approximately 93 million 
miles. 

The astronomical unit is mainly used to express distances in and around our solar system. 



The Light-Year 

A light-year is a unit of distance used in astronomy to express vast distances.  A light 
year is defined as the distance that light would travel in a vacuum during one Julian Year (365.25 
Earth days).  In terms of familiar distance units, a light-year is equivalent to 5.88 trillion miles. 
For comparison, light from our Sun takes a mere eight minutes to reach the Earth. 

The concept of the light-year appeared in the middle of the nineteenth century after 
scientists made the first successful measurements of distance to visible stars.  At that time, the 
astronomical unit was the largest unit available but proved to be insufficiently small.   

The Parsec 

While the light-year is useful for imagining and communicating vast astronomical 
distances, the parsec is more useful to the scientific community.  A parsec is the equivalent of 
3.26 light-years. 

The parsec received its name from the phrase, “parallax of one arcsecond”.  This term 
was coined in 1913 by famed astronomer Herbert Hall Turner. 

A parsec is defined by as the distance at which one astronomical unit subtends a parallax 
angle of one arcsecond. 

A Cow’s Grass 

In Ireland, a cow’s grass was a unit equivalent to the area of pasture required to sustain 
one cow. 

The Morgen 

The morgen was the area of land that could be plowed by one man behind one ox in the 
morning hours of the day.  This unit remained in constant use in South Africa until 2007, having 
a standardized value of 0.856532 acres. 

 

SECTION 9 – HISTORICAL MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

The Sun Dial 

 The apparent movement of the sun across the sky made it possible for early observers to 
measure time.  By placing a stick vertically into the ground and tracing the shadow cast by it 
throughout the day, it became possible to divide the hours of daylight into countable units and to 
record time consistently from day to day.  This simple technology evolved into what became the 
sundial, which was the primary time measuring device throughout most of recorded human 
history. 

 Interestingly, the technique of observing the shadow of a vertical object was found to be 
useful in the conduct of more complex complications.  Greek mathematician Eratosthenes of 
Cyrene gained fame by becoming the first person known to calculate the circumference of the 



Earth and the tilt of the Earth’s axis.  In both cases, his results have been later confirmed to be 
remarkably accurate considering the technology available to him.  Eratosthenes made his 
discoveries by measuring the length of the shadows cast by objects of identical height, on the 
same date, and at the same time, but at different locations on the Earth.  By comparing the length 
of the shadows, he was able to make computations of the Earth’s shape and tilt. 

Hero’s Dioptra 

 Greek mathematician Hero of Alexandria, in the first century A.D., invented a device 
useful for measuring vertical and horizontal angles.  His invention was known as the dioptra and 
possessed the fundamental functionality of a theodolite (minus the telescope and the compass, 
which had yet to be invented), with its ability to measure angles in both the vertical and 
horizontal planes.  The dioptra proved useful in both land measurements and in astronomical 
observations. 

 

A replica of Hero’s dioptra 

The Astrolabe 

 The astrolabe, from the Greek “star taker”, is an ancient measurement device used to 
measure the altitude of celestial bodies above the horizon and to acquire the local latitude of the 
observer.  It was also useful for identifying planets and stars. 



 The astrolabe, believed to have originated in the third century B.C.E., was essential to the 
early scientific study of astronomy and was a valuable navigating tool for sailors. 

 

The astrolabe 

 

The Odometer 

The odometer was an ancient device used to measure distances along roadways.  The 
odometer derives its name from the Greek words for “path” and “measure”.  The odometer 
existed in ancient Greece and also in China during the same timeframe. 

 It was comprised of a wooden box with internal gear wheels.  It could be operated 
manually or pulled behind a horse-drawn vehicle.  It is believed that the famous Greek inventor, 
Archimedes of Syracuse, was the first to create a functioning odometer.  Hero of Alexandria 
wrote of a similar device near the beginning of the first millennium. 

 

A replica of Hero’s odometer from the first century A.D. 



The Sextant 

 The sextant is a doubly reflecting instrument that measures the angular distance between 
two objects.  The principal use of the sextant is to measure the angle between the horizon and a 
celestial body for navigational purposes.  The sextant is also useful in the northern hemisphere 
for sighting Polaris (the North Star) to determine latitude. 

 The first known sextant was produced in England by John Bird in 1759. 

 

A modern sextant 

The Gunter’s Chain 

 The chain as a unit of measurement was covered in a prior section but the Gunter’s chain 
itself as an instrument of measurement has an interesting history.  Introduced in 1620 by Edmund 
Gunter, it was 66 feet in length and composed of 100 identical metal links connected by 
interlocking rings at each end. 

 No other instrument of measurement has had as great an influence on land measurement 
in the United States as the humble Gunter’s chain.  The shapes and dimensions of our states, 
counties, and townships give testimony to the importance of measurement by the chain. 

 The Gunter’s chain offered built-in conveniences for laying out sections and their 
divisions.  It remained in constant use from the time of its invention until it was supplanted by 
the more convenient steel tape measure, which is also often referred to as a chain. 

 Scholar and author Robert Gibson in his 1785 Treatise on Practical Surveying wrote 
about the chain in great detail.  Excerpts on the topic follow: 

 “The stationary distance, or mearings of ground, are measured either by Mr. Gunter's 
 chain of four poles or perches, which consist of 100 links; (and this is the most natural 
 division) or by one of 50 links, which contains two poles or perches: but because the 
 length of a perch differs in many places, therefore the length of chains and their 
 respective links will differ also.  
 
 “The English statute-perch is 5 1/2 yards, the two-pole chain is 11 yards, and the four-



 pole one is 22 yards; hence the length of a link in a statute-chain is 7.92 inches. 
 
 “There are other perches used in different parts of England, as the perch of woodland 
 measure, which is 6 yards; that of church-land measure, which is 7 yards (or the same 
 with the plantation perch) and the forest measure perch which is 8 yards. 
 
 “The Irish or plantation perch, is 7 yards, as before; the two-pole chain is 14; and the 
 four-pole one is 28 yards: hence the length of a link in a plantation chain is 10.08 inches. 
 
 “The Scotch perch is 18 1/2 feet, or 6 1/4 yards, or 6 Scot's ells. In the shire of 
 Cunningham in Scotland, their perch is 18 3/4 feet, and this perch is used in some few 
 places in the north part of this kingdom, as the statute perch is in some other parts.  
 
 “For the more ready reckoning the links of a four-pole chain, there is a large ring, or 
 sometimes a round piece of brass fixed at every 10 links; and at 50 links, or in the middle, 
 there are two large rings. In such chains as have a brass piece at every 10 links, there is 
 the figure 1 on the first piece, 2 on the second, 3 on the third, &c. to 9. By leading 
 therefore that end of the chain forward, which has the least number next it, he who 
 carries the hinder end may easily determine any number of links: thus, if he has the brass 
 piece number 8, next to him, and 6 links more in a distance, that distance is 86 links. 
 After the same manner 10 may be counted for every large ring of a chain which has not 
 brass pieces on it; and the number of links is thus readily determined.  
 
 “The two-pole chain has a large ring at every 10 links, and in its middle, or at 25 links, 
 there are two large rings; so that any number of links may be the more readily counted 
 off, as before. 
 
 “The surveyor should be careful to have his chain measured before he proceeds on 
 business, for the rings are apt to be open by frequent using it, and its length is thereby 
 increased, so that no one can be too circumspect in this point. 
 
 “In measuring a stationary distance, there is an object fixed in the extreme point of the 
 line to be measured; this is a direction for the hinder chainman to govern the foremost 
 one by, in order that the distance may be measured in a right line; for if the hinder 
 chainman causes the other to cover the object, it is plain the foremost is then in a right 
 line towards it. For this reason it is necessary to have a person that can be relied on, at 
 the hinder end of the chain, in order to keep the foremost man in a right line; and a 
 surveyor who has no such person, should chain himself. The inaccuracies of most surveys 
 arise from bad chaining, that is, from straying out of the right line, as well as from other 
 omissions of the hinder chainman: no person, therefore, should be admitted at the hinder 
 end of the chain, of whose abilities in this respect, the surveyor was not previously 
 satisfied and convinced; since the success of the survey, in a great measure, depends on 
 his care and skill.  



 “In setting out to measure any stationary distance, the foreman of the chain carries with 
 him 10 iron pegs pointed, each about ten inches long; and when he has stretched the  
 chain to its full length, he at the extremity thereof sticks one of those pegs 
 perpendicularly in the ground; and leaving it there, he draws on the chain till the hinder 
 man checks him when he arrives at that peg; the chain being again stretched, the 
 foreman sticks down another peg, and the hind man takes up the former; and thus they 
 proceed at every chain's length contained in the line to be measured, counting the surplus 
 links contained between the last peg, and the object at the termination of the line as  
 before: so that the number of pegs taken up by the hinder chainman, expresses the 
 number of chains; to which, if the odd links be annexed, the distance line required in 
 chains and links is obtained, which must be registered in the field book, as will hereafter 
 be shewn. 
 
 “If the distance exceeds 10, 20, 30, &c. chains, when the leader's pegs are all exhausted, 
 the hinder chainman, at the extremity of the 10 chains, delivers him all the pegs; from 
 whence they proceed to measure as before, till the leader's pegs are again exhausted, and 
 the hinder chainman at the extremity of these 10 chains again delivers him the pegs; from 
 whence they proceed to measure the whole distance line in the like manner; then it is 
 plain, that the number of pegs the hinder chainman has, being added to 10, if he had 
 delivered all the pegs once to the leader, or to 20 if twice; or to 30 if thrice, &c, will give  
 the number of chains in that distance; to which if the surplus links be added, the length of 
 the stationary distance is known in chains and links. 
 
 “It is customary, and indeed necessary, to have red, or other coloured cloth fixed to the 
 top of each peg, that the hinder man at the chain may the more readily find them; 
 otherwise, in chaining thro' corn, high grass, briars, rushes, potatoes, &c. it would be 
 extremely difficult to find the pegs which the leader puts down: by this means no time is 
 lost, which otherwise must be, if no cloths are fixed to the pegs, as before.” 

 The Gunter’s chain was the tool of choice for laying out towns and villages in early 
America.  A common method was to create city blocks of an even number of chains on a side 
with the streets between the blocks being one chain in width.  Modern boundary surveyors are 
accustomed to seeing platted lots with dimensions of 66 and 132 feet, with 66-foot-wide streets. 

 

A Gunter’s chain 



Conclusion 

 Standing as we are at the front end of a six millennium-long journey through the 
evolution of measurement, we can observe how thousands of unrelated local measurement 
systems metamorphosed into regional systems, which begat cultural systems, which grew into 
national systems, and eventually a worldwide system that has allowed the people of the world to 
communicate information relating to measurement, dimension, and quantity globally.  The 
development of this universal system was coincident to the most rapid rate of technological 
development the world has ever known.   

 There are now over six thousand languages currently spoken in the world.  It is 
interesting to contemplate what advantages might be achieved if someday people across the 
globe were able to understand each other with seamless verbal communication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix A:  Definitions of Historical and Obsolete Units of Measurement 

Digit:  1/28 of a cubit. Width of a finger. 
 
Palm:  3 inches. The width of man's palm.  
 
Hand:  4 inches. The width of man's hand; used for measuring the height of horse at its withers. 
 
Shaftment:  6 inches. 
 
Span:  9 inches. The width of man's hand with spread fingers. 
 
Natural foot:  9.8 inches. Anglo-Saxon. 
 
Roman foot:  11.6 inches. Roman. 12 Roman unciae. 
 
Cubit:  2 spans, 28 digits. Distance from the elbow to the middle fingertip. Approx. 18 inches. 
 
Military pace:  30 inches. A single step. 
 
Megalithic yard:  2.72 feet.  
 
Tailor's or Cloth yard:  A yard plus an additional inch. 
 
Ell:  3 feet 9 inches. Double forearm. 
 
Roman pace:  5 Roman feet.  58 inches. Two steps. 
 
Geometric pace:  5 feet. 60 inches. Modern version of Roman pace. 
 
Reed:  9½ feet. 6 Hebrew cubits. 
 
Acre (width):  22 yards. 4 rods.  
 
Chain (Gunter's or Surveyor's):  22 yards. 66 feet. 100 links.  
 
Bolt:  40 yards. 32 ells.  
 
Roman stadia:  125 Roman paces. Approximately 608 modern feet.  
 
Roman mile:  5,000 Roman feet. 1,000 Roman passus. 8 Roman stadia. Approximately 4,860 
modern feet. 
 
Scottish mile:  5,952 feet. 1,984 yards.  
 
Irish mile:  6,720 feet. 2,240 yards.  



Roman league:  7,500 Roman feet. 1-1/2 Roman milia. 12 Roman stadia. Approximately 7,290 
modern feet. 
 
League:  3 miles  
 
Ferding:  An administrative unit of land. One-fourth part of a hundred. 
 
Ferling, Ferthing or Quarter:  A quarter of a quarter; normally quarter of a virgate, which is 
equivalent to one quarter of a hide.  
 
Rood: One fourth of an acre, equivalent to 40 square perches or square rods. 
 
Selion:  Unit of cultivation in a strip farming field, approximating half an acre. 
 
Sulong:  Measurement of land in Kent, equivalent to two hides. 
 
Vill:  An administrative unit containing about 5 to 10 hides and all of its inhabitants.  
 
Yoke:  A measurement of land in Kent equal to one fourth of a sulong or to two virgates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX B:  CONVERSION TABLE 
 
1 Acre = 43,560 square feet 
 
1 Acre = 160 square rods 
 
1 Acre = 1.1834 square arpents 
 
1 Acre = 10 square chains 
 
1 Acre = 160 square rods 
 
1 Acre = 160 perches 
 
1 Acre = 160 poles 
 
1 Acre = 0.4047 hectare 
 
1 Acre = 4047 square meters 
 
1 Acre = is about 208 3/4 feet square 
 
1 Acre Square = 5645.376 square varas 
 
1 Arpent in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida = 0.84625 of an acre 
 
1 Arpent in Arkansas and Missouri = 0.8507 of an acre 
 
1 Caballeria (Texas) = 108 acres 
 
1 Centimeter = 0.3937 inches 
 
1 Centimeter = 0.032808 feet 
 
1 Chain = 66 feet 
 
1 Chain = 4 rods 
 
1 Chain = 4 perches 
 
1 Chain = 4 poles 
 
1 Chain = 100 links 
 
1 Chain = 20.1168 meters 
 



1 Foot = 12 inches 
 
1 Foot = 0.36 varas 
 
1 Furlong = 660 feet 
 
1 Furlong = 40 rods 
 
1 Foot = 0.3048006 meter 
 
1 Hectare = 10,000 square meters 
 
1 Hectare = 2.471 acres 
 
1 Inch = 0.0254 meter 
 
1 Kilometer = 3280.83 feet 
 
1 Kilometer = 0.62 mile 
 
1 Knot = 6080.2 feet 
 
1 Labor = 1,000,000 square varas 
 
1 Labor = 177.136 acres 
 
1 Link = 7.92 inches 
 
1 Link = 0.66 feet 
 
1 Link = 0.2017 meter 
 
1 Meter = 3.280833 feet 
 
1 Meter = 39.37 inches 
 
1 Meter Square = 10.764 square feet 
 
1 Mile = 5,280 feet 
 
1 Mile = 8 furlongs 
 
1 Mile = 320 rods 
 
1 Mile = 80 chains 
 



1 Mile = 1.60935 kilometers 
 
1 Mile = 320 perches 
 
1 Mile = 320 poles 
 
1 Mile = 8000 links 
 
1 Mile = 1,609.2655 meters 
 
1 Mile Square = a regular Section of land 
 
1 Mile Square = 27,878,400 square feet 
 
1 Mile Square = 640 acres 
 
1 Mile Square = 259 hectares 
 
1 Mile Square = 2.59 square hectares 
 
1 Perch = 25 links 
 
1 Perch = 1 pole 
 
1 Perch = 1 rod 
 
1 Perch = 16.5 feet 
 
1 Pole = 16.5 feet 
 
1 Pole = 1 perch 
 
1 Pole = 1 Rod 
 
1 Rod = 1 pole 
 
1 Rod = 1 perch 
 
1 Rod = 16.5 feet 
 
1 Section = 1 mile long, by 1 mile wide 
 
1 Section = 640 acres 
 
1 Sitio (Texas)= 1 league 
 



1 Township = 6 miles long, by 6 miles wide 
 
1 Township = 36 sections 
 
1 Township = 36 square miles 
 
1 Vara (Texas) = 33 1/3 inches 
 
1 Vara (Colorado) = 32.993 inches 
 
1 Vara (Florida) = 33.372 inches  
 
1 Yard = 36 inches 
 
1 Yard = 3 feet 
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